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FORMULATION AND PRODUCTION OF
INTUMESCENT COATING SYSTEMS
By Jack Hoffman and Harry R. Schwartz
Hughes A i r c r a f t Co.
I SUMMARY
The purpose of this program was to develop manufacturing methods and
produce substantial quantities of fire protective intumescent- coatings based
on NASA -Ames formulas 45B3 and 313. Individual batches as large as 114
liters (30 gal) were manufactured at the facilities of Furane Plastics, Inc.
The coatings consist of three reactive parts mixed together at the time
of use. Part A is a mixture of polysulfide resin, intumescent salt and MEK;
Part B is composed of epoxy resin and toluene; and Part C contains the curing
agent tri(dimethylamino methyl)phenol iri toluene. Formulas 4 5B3 and 313
are the same except for addition of Refrasil fibers to the 313 material.
A source of high quality intumescent salt (i .e. , the ammonium salt of
4-nitroaniline-2-sulfonic acid) which met the requirements of NASA Specifica-
tion A-16839(E) Rev. 1. was found at Allied Chemical Corporation. Three
hundred sixty two kg (800 Ib) of salt was procured at $11. 00/kg ($5. 00/lb)
which was 1/4 the cost of previously available material.
Three production methods were investigated for making Part A (i. e. , „
polysulfide resin, salt, MEK mixture) of the intumescent coatings in lots of \_
up to 114 liters (30 gal). These were: Koruma milling ( i .e . , a high speed
stone mill), Stud-milling the salt ( i .e . , an impact type dry particle reducer
followed by Ystral mixing (i.e. , a propeller-in-funnel type disperser), and
ball-milling. Of the three methods, ball milling gave the best control of par-
ticle size reduction, thixotropy and elimination of air or moisture entrainment.
By holding back a portion of the solvent (for rinsing the mill) and grinding for
only 2-1/2 hours, yields of 93 percent were obtained. Thus, ball-milling is
considered to be a suitable and an economical method of manufacture. - oQ
Thermal performance of coatings produced by Ystral mixing Part A was
not as good as that produced by ball milling. Coatings produced f rom ball-milled
Part A all met the 78.8 sec/mm ( 2 . 0 sec/mil) thermal efficiency requirement .
Part A material was found to react with tin coated steel containers to form
a bTaTck^ecTsTf oT~p^elTu7habiyTirriihcl /or 'iron
the interior of the tinned steel containe.rs was only partially ef fec t ive in inhibi-
ting the black deposit formation, and Part A was subsequent ly packaged in glass F
jars .
Gelation of Part A packaged in cans with a large air ullage was observed in
less than 6 weeks after manufacture . Partial polymerizat ion of Part A dur ing
± I
storage was suspected as the cause of the poor thermal performance of the
first batch. To avoid this problem, subsequent production batches were pack-
aged in containers approximately 90 percent full with the ullage swept out by
dry nitrogen.
Several batches of a new NASA formulation, "Flexible Thermal Protection
Coating", were produced, and a number of sheets of this material prepared by
spraying multiple coats. The sheets were 9.45 X 9.45 cm (24 X 24 in . ) with a
minimum thickness of 81 mm (32 mils). In two of the sheets a 0. 18 mm (7 mil)
layer of MIL-Y-1140 glass veil mat was imbedded in the sheet during
manufacture.
A number of plywood panels were coated with 45B3 Thermal Protection
Coating and one 4.4 cm (1-1 /2 in . ) diameter by 38.1 cm (15 in . ) long fuel hose
was coated with Flexible Thermal Protection Coating.
II INTRODUCTION
Intumescent coatings, i .e . , coatings which expand when heated, have been
used as protective coverings for flammable materials and to reduce f ire damage
to non-flammable materials. On heating, the coating expands to many times its
original thickness. Improved thermal insulation is provided by the formation
of a closed cell porous structure filled with low thermal conductivity gases.
Major advances in the field were made by Parker , Riccitiello, Sawko and
Fohlen in work conducted at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
California. In their research, an improved intumescent agent, the ammonium
salt of 4-nitroaniline-2-sulfonic acid, was developed. Intumescent coatings
formulated with this salt by Riccitiello and Sawko have been extremely effective
in preventing the spread of f i res , even in relatively thin films of 1.52 mm
(60 mils). These coatings have a wide variety of potential military and com-
mercial applications typical of which are paints to protect ordnance (e. g. ,
bombs and missiles), firewalls on ships, industrial facilities, and aircraft
structures.
The primary purpose of this contract was to produce substantial quan-
tities of two basic NASA coatings, designated 45B3 and 313. Material pro-
duced was intended for testing and as samples for potential users. It was
expected that the experience gained in making these moderate quantities under |
actual manufacturing conditions (rather than on a laboratory scale) would pro- t
vide the basis for fu ture large scale, low cost production. Specific objectives |
of the contract were as follows : |
i V(1) To procure or produce the intumescent salt (at as low a cost as possible) ^ *-
and perform the required qualification tests.
(2) To procure all other necessary ingredients required to produce the
intumescent coatings and to perform the qualification tests on these materials.
(3) To compound and produce acceptable intumescent coating systems as set
for th in the specifications in the quantities listed in the Statement of Work, or as
designated by the Technical Monitor.
(4) To compound and produce acceptable intumescent coating systems which j-
are based on the formulations provided in the specifications, but which are modi- |.;
fied for specific applications as directed by the Technical Monitor. [v
(5) To characterize the physical, chemical and thermal propej-^es of these ij
-eoa{i-ng-sys-tems--through-quality-c"0n^^ of the j:-
coating, and through physical and thermal-testing-of coated specimens . [' „
!" L
(6) To study other parameters of application of these coatings, such as I
substrate preparation, primers, top coats, methods and equipment for ?"
application.
(7) To apply these coatings on specific items when directed by the Technical
Monitor. '.
(8) To 'document the formulat ion, product ion, quality control and test ing
procedures of the coating and the intumescent salt with the objective of obtaining
consistent results.
To provide the program with paint production facilit ies, a contract was
entered with Furane Plastics Inc. , of Los Angeles, a local manufac turer of poly-
mers and coatings with national distribution.
III. PRODUCTION OF INTUMESCENT COATINGS
Procurement and Qualification of Raw Materials
Intumescent salt. —Arrangement s were made to purchase the ammonium
salt of 4-nitroaniline-2-sulfonic acid f rom the Allied Chemical Corporation's
Buffalo Dye Plant in 182 kg (400 lb . ) lots. Although the salt was required to
meet the more stringent Revision 1 of NASA specification A-16839 (E), Ref ( 1 ) ,
the cost of $11.00 per kg ($5.00 per pound) was about 1/4 that of salt previously
available.
The first shipment of salt received from Allied, Lot #0457751, Code 14237,
contained large lumps several inches across. Analysis of the salt disclosed
ammonium sulfate and water content in excess of specification limits (see
Table I). Af ter considerable testing, it was determined that there was a
marked difference in ammonium sulfate content among the four 45.4 kg
(100 lb) drums and from powdered salt to lumpy salt (see Table II).
This lot was rejected and a new 181.6 kg (400 lb) shipment, Batch No.0657731
was received July 7, 1971. Analysis of this batch showed that it met all of the
requirements of NASA Specification A-16839 (E) Rev. 1 except for a slight excess
of water and particle size (see Table III). Since the water content was acceptable
to the NASA Technical Monitor, and Ames Research Center had given Allied
Chemical permission to deviate from the particle size requirement, the salt was
qualified.
The second order of 181.6 kg (400 Ibs) of salt received in early October, 1971
was found to be contaminated with what appeared to be slivers of char red wood or
plastic. Some of these particles were as long as 0.95 cm (3/8 inch) and as thick
as 1.27 mm (0 .050 inches). This batch of salt was also rejected and subsequently
replaced by 90.8 kg, of Batch No. 0657731 received 10-30-71, and 90.8 kg of
Batch No. 0657731 received 1-20-72. Unfor tuna te ly all batches received by HAC
(Hughes Aircraf t Co), except for the very f i r s t , were given the same batch num-
-be-r—by-the-ma-nu-f-ac-t-u-r-e-r-.—As-a-co-ns-e-q-uence-,—i.t-w-as_nece.s.s.ar-y_to_us.e_th.e_r-ec.e.iv.al—
date as a means of identification.
TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF 4-NITROANJLINE-2-SULFONIC ACID AMMONIUM
SALT.BATCH NO. 0457751, CODE 14237
Property
IR Spectrum
Physical
Appearance
Particle Size
Density
Equivalent Weight
Initial
-Decomposition
Temperature
Purity: (1)
1. Carbon, Hydrogen
and Nitrogen
(2 )
2, Ammonium Sulfate
(3)
3. Chloride
(4)
4. Water
Spec. A-16839(E) Rev. 1
Requirements
Figure in spec .
Yellow, f r ee -flowing,
granular
No particles above
200 |JL.
1.686 g/cc ± 0 .01
235 ± 12
285 ± 18°C
C, 30.7 ± 1.3%
H , 3 . 9 * 0 . 2 %
N , 1 7 . 9 * 0 . 8 %
Les s than 0 . 5%
Less than 0. 5%
Less than 0.06%
Test Results
(Average)
—
Yellow, f ree- flowing ,
granular plus lumps
Mixture of powder
< 2 0 0 fi and very large
lumps (easily crushed)
1.687 g/cc
243
300°C
C, 30.84%
H, 4 .22%
N, 17.27%
1.4%
0. 18%
0.20%
I
I
ii vri r.
1C, H and N determined by combustion microanalysis
f
"Sulfate determined by gravimetric BaSO .
Chloride determined by gravimeTricr
Water determined by Karl Fischer analysis
TABLE II
AMMONIUM SULFATE ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS
INTUMESCENT SALT SAMPLES
BATCH NO. 0457751, CODE 14237
Sample Description
a. Preshipment
b. Retain of preshipment
c. "X", drum unknown
d. "X", drum unknown
e. "X", drum unknown
f.. Powder from Drum #1
g. Lumps from Drum #1
h. Powder from Drum #2
i. Lumps from Drum #2
j. Powder from Drum #3
k. Lumps from Drum #3
1. Powder from Drum #4
m. Lumps from Drum #4
Performed by Test M e t h o d ^ ! ) (NH 4) 2SO 4 >
Allied
Allied
HAC
HAC
Allied
HAC
HAC
HAC
HAC
HAC
HAC
HAC
HAC
Allied
Allied
HAC
Allied
Allied
HAC
HAC
HAC
HAC
HAC
HAC
HAC
HAC
<0. 1
0. 15
1.4
2 .2
2.3
0.62
1.9
0.74
3.2
0.37
1.0
1.2
5.3
HAC and Allied test methods utilize similar procedures of precipitating
BaSO4 for gravimetric analysis. The methods, however, have s ignif i -
cant d i f ferences (.e.g. , Allied uses a greater excess of BaCl^ and fi l ters
through a coarser paper than does HAC).
TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF 4-NITROANILINE-2-SULFONIC ACID AMMONIUM
SALT, BATCH NO. 0657731, RECEIVED 7-7-71
15
r
Property
IR Spectrum
Physical
Appearance
Particle Size
Density
Equivalent Weight
Initial
Decomposition
Temperature
Purity:
1. Carbon, Hydrogen*1 '
and Nitrogen
2. Ammonium Sulfate '
3. Chloride (3)
4. Water*4)
Spec. A-16839(E) Rev. 1
Requirements
Figure in spec .
Yellow, free-f lowing,
granular
No particles above
200 p..
1.686 g/cc ± 0 .01
235 ± 12
285 ± 18°C
C, 30.7 ± 1 . 2 %
H, 3.9 * 0.2%
N, 17.9 ± 0.8%
Less than 0. 5%
Less than 0.5%
Less than 0.06%
Test Results
(Average)
Matches curve
Yellow, free-flowing,
granular
99.99"% under 200 ^
1.680 g/cc
236
285
C, 30.64%
H, 4.11%
N, 17. 14%
D r u m # l 0.018%
Drum #2 0.018%(6)
Drum # 3 0.010%
Drum #4 0.015%
0.051%
0. 10%
1C, H and N determined by combustion microanalysis
?
"Sulfate determined by gravimetric BaSO^
Chloride determined by gravimetric AgCl
Water determined by Karl Fischer analysis
3Ames Research Laboratory gave Allied Chemical Co. , permission to produce
salt with a particle size of 20 mesh 6r finer ( i .e . , £ 840 p or 0. 033 inches)
f
"
>(NH/l)?SO4 content of same dissolved salt sample was 0.010% using Allied
Chemical Corporation's test method. This is within experimental limits of
the HAC method value of 0 .0 )8%.
Batch No. 0657731 received 10-30-71 met all the requirements except for
particle size and was accepted (see Table I V ) . Batch No. 0657731 received
1-20-71 had marginal values for densi ty , nitrogen and contained a very small
amount of insoluble material; however, these were not significant variations,
and the Technical Monitor agreed that the salt should be accepted (see Table V
for test results) .
All salt qualification tests were per formed in accordance with NASA Speci-
fication A- 16839(E) Rev 1. Where a specific procedure was not descr ibed , a
standard chemical analysis method was employed. These were as follows:
(1) C, H and N by combustion microanalysis
(2) Chloride by gravimetric Ag Cl (See Appendix A for detail procedure)
(3) Sulfate by gravimetric Ba SQ^ (See Appendix A for detail procedure)
(4) Water by Karl Fischer analysis
(5) Density by displacement in CC 14
A comparison of the two ammonium sulfate analysis methods ( i .e . , HAC's
and Allied Chemical Corporat ion 's) was inconclusive (see Table III). Using
HAC's method the ammonium sulfate content was 0.018 percent compared to
0 .010 percent using Allied Chemical Is method. The test was performed on the
same dissolved salt solution to preclude variations in the dry salt. Because the
high purity of the salt yielded such a small amount of precipitate, d i f ferences in
the test methods ( e . g . , in fi l tration) were masked. Since the ammonium sulfa te
content is so low (and also should be low for future batches of intumescent sal t)
the analysis method ( i . e . , HA.C versus Allied) as related to specification limits
is not significant.
TABLE IV
ANALYSIS OF 4-NITROANILINE-2-SULFONIC ACID AMMONIUM SALT
BATCH NO. 0657731, RECEIVED 10-30-71
Property
IR Spectrum
Physical
Appearance
Particle Size
Density
Equivalent Weight
Initial
Decomposition
Temperature
Purity:
1. Carbon, Hydrogen
and Nitrogen
2. Ammonium Sulfate
3. Chloride
4. Water
Spec. A-16839(E) Rev. 1
Requirements
Figure in spec .
Yellow, f ree-f lowing,
granular
No particles above
200
 H.
1.686 g/cc ± 0 .01
235 ± 12
285 ± 18°C
C, 30.7 ± 1.2%
H, 3.9 ± 0 .2%
N , 1 7 . 9 * 0 . 8 %
Less than 0.5%
Less than 0.05%
Less than 0.06%
Test Results
(Average)
Matches curve
Yellow, f ree-f lowing
granular
0..5% of particles^
above ]0 |j. exceed
200 [j.. Some agglo-
merated larger
particles
1.68 g/cc
242 .
275°C
C, 30.61%
H, 3.80%
N, 17.86%
0.004%
0.045%
0.06%
( i )Ames Research Laboratory gave Allied Chemical Co. permission to
produce salt with a particle size of 20 mesh or finer (i.e. g 840 JJL or
0. 033 inches).
Y
¥
TABLE V
ANALYSIS OF 4-NITROANILINE-2-SULFONIC ACID AMMONIUM
SALT, BATCH NO. 0657731, RECEIVED 1-20-72
Tests
IR Spectrum
Physical
Appearance
Particle Size
Density
Equivalent
Weight
Initial
decomposition
temperature
Carbon, Hydrogen,
and Nitrogen
Ammonium
Sulfate
Chloride
Water
Spec A-16839(E) Rev . 1
Requirements
Figure in Spec
Yellow f ree- flowing
granular solid
No particles above
200 (j.
1.686 g /cc ± 0 .01
235 ± 12
285 -t 18°C
C, 30.7 ± 1.2%
H, 3.9 ± 0 .2%
N, 17.9 ± 0 . 8 %
Less than 0.5%
Less than 0. 5%
Less than 0 .06%
Test Resul ts
(Average)
Matches curve
Yellow f r ee - f l owing
granular solid
0.8% of part icles^)
above 10 JJL exceed
200 ji.
1.672 g/cc
240
275°C
C, 30.7%
H, 4.1%
N, 18.9%
0 . 06%
0.08%
0 . 06%
0. 01 percent of- salt is insoluble, heavier than water, non-magnetic,
mostly dark or black, with fibrous and stone-like particles
10
if'
Resins , curing agent and solvents. — R e s i n s , curing agent and solvents for
the entire contract were procured from the sources recommended in NASA Spec-
ifications A-16839(A) and (C) , R e f . 2 and 3. These materials were as follows:
TABLE VI
SOURCE OF RESINS, CURING AGENT AND SOLVENTS
Material Lot No.
Polysuli'ide polymer, liquid, LP-3
(Product specification code LF-241)
Epoxy resin, liquid, Epon 828
(Bulletin SC : 60-146R)
2 , 4 , 6 t r i (dimethylamino methyl)
phenol, DMP-30
Methyl ethyl ketone, TT-M-00261C
Toluene, TT-T-548C
289M
2PHJ27
2-9774
Source
Thiokol Chemical Corp.
Shell Chemical Co.
Rohm and Haas
McKesseii Chemical Co,
L.T. Sawyer Co.
11.8. 9 liter (5 gal) of LP-3 Lot No. 302M was ordered for last production
batch of 45B3/313 (combined) Lot No. 2-23-72.
Except for the polysulfide resin, only one lot of each material was purchased
and used throughout the entire program. All materials used were tested at
Furane Plastics Inc . , and met the requirements of Specifications A-1 6839(A) and
(C) . See Appendix B for original test results obtained June 2, 1971. The mate-
rials were retested August 25, 1971 and again for the last time on 10-18-71.
None of the raw materials showed any significant change in properties dur ing the
above interval.
To complete the last production batch of intumescent coating, an additional
five gallons of LP-3 polysulfide resin was obtained and qualified (see Appendix B).
Refras i l f ibers . — 23. 1 kg (51 pounds) of Refrasil (chemically leached glass)
fibers were purchased from the H.I. Thompson Co. (HITCO) and tested in
accordance with paragraph 3.7 of NASA Specification A-l6839(C). Refe rence (3).
The Refrasi l f ibers #F1 00-1/1 6-1/32- 1/64 (P. O. #X-4-346924-F94) were sampled
from the top, center and bottom of the drum. A small portion of each sample was
combined and mixed with a large volume of Freon TF solvent. Af te r the Ref ras i l -
Freon mixture was passed through a Millipore fi l ter , a microscopic particle
analysis was made. Results of this analysis were as follows:
VP
11
TABLE VII
PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS OF REFRASIL FIBERS
Fiber Character is t ic
Diameter
Length distribution
Specification Requ i remen t
0 .0004-0 .0005 inch
-10% 0 .003 inch
-10% 0.030 inch
~80% nominal 0 .01 inch
Test Resu l t
0 .00030 -0 .00051 inch
7. 5% < 0 . 0 0 3 inch
7.5% > 0 .030 inch
85.0% 0 . 0 0 3 - 0 . 0 3 0 inch
As can be seen from the analysis, the length distr ibution meets the specifi-
cation. Although the fiber diameter range is slightly greater than the specif ica-
tion limits, it was acceptable to the Technical Monitor. The smaller diameter
fibers should pose no problem in manufacturing the intumescent paint nor are
they expected to affect the performance of the applied coating. Since Hammer
milling of the Refrasil (as required by Specification A-16839 (D) , Reference (4)
for manufacture of the 313 Thermal Protection Coating) would increase the
number of short fibers, permission was obtained from the Teclinical Monitor
to use the Refrasil "as-is".
A slight "off-white" color of the Ref ras i l on the top of the drum was observed.
The Refras i l obtained from the center and bottom of the container did not exhibit
this discoloration. HITCO said that this is a normal occurrence and that they
have never experienced or heard of any problems related to use of the "off-color"
material.
Manufacture of 45B3 and 313 Coatings
General a p p r o a c h . — A s previously stated, the primary purpose of this pro-
gram was to produce substantial quantities of 45B3 and 313 Thermal Protection
Coatings. The formulas for these coatings as specified in Specifications A-16839
(B) and (D) , References (5) and (4) are presented below:
Material
Part A
Polysulfide Polymer, Liquid (LP-3)
Ammonium salt of 4-nitroaniline-2-
sulfonic acid
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Refrasi l Fibers
Parts by Weight
14.1
57.0
28.9
313
10.7
43.3
22 .0
5.5
12
i .
II
Material
Part B
Epoxy Resin, Liquid (Epon 828)
Toluene
Part C
Tri (dimethylamino methyl) phenol
(DMP-30)
Toluene
Parts by Weight
45B3 313 •
14.1
4.7
2.8
2.8
10.7
3.6
2. 1
2. 1
During the program, three principal methods of manufacturing the 45B3 and
313 thermal protection coating were investigated. Table VIII lists the several
production lots, along with the method of manufacture and quantity obtained.
The original plan for manufacture of the 45B3 coating was to premix the
ingredients of Part A (i.e. , polysulfide resin, intumescent salt and MEK) and
to mill this mixture in a Koruma mill to a 1 + fineness of grind on the Hegman
Gauge. The Koruma mill utilizes two flat horizontal stones set at a predeter-
mined gap with the lower stone rotating at 300D rpm (see Appendix C). In oper-
ation the Koruma mill is very similar to the Morehouse mill recommended in
Specification No. A-16839(D), Reference 4.
As explained in the following paragraphs, this method was abandoned when
it was found that the large particles of salt plugged the mill.
The second method of manufacture was utilized to prepare several batches
of 45B3, 313 and flexible coating. The method required that the dry salt be f i rs t
reduced in particle size by Stud-milling and then dispersed in the vehicle for
Part A with a high speed Ystral Jet mixer (see Appendix C).
The third and final method used was ball-milling. Because several prob-
lems were encountered with the 45B3 coating produced by Ystral mixing of
the Stud-milled salt (e .g . , low thermal efficiency), an efficient method of
Ball milling was developed (i.e., one which gave a high yield). Satisfactory
45B3 and 313 coatings were produced by this procedure.
Problems encountered in Koruma milling of 45B3 coating. — To properly
charge the Koruma mill, a pre-mix of Part A ( i . e . , the polysulfide resin,
intumescent salt and MEK) was prepared. One of the problems encountered
involved the order and method used in premixing Part A. It was discovered that
the LP-3 polysulfide had to be diluted-with the MEK before addition of the intu-
mescent sale. Addition of the salt directly to the undiluted polysulfide resin dur-
ing premixing produced a nonuniform mixture with large agglomerates of unwetted
salt. Later addition of the required amount of solvent did not significantly alter
this condition.
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TABLE VIII
PRODUCTION BATCHES OF 45B3 AND 313 THERMAL
PROTECTION COATINGS
Coating
45B3
45B3
313
45B3
45B3
313
45B3
45B3
313
Lot No.
7 - 2 6 - 7 1 < 2 )
8 - 1 8 - 7 l ( 3 >
9-2-7 l ( 3 )
11-5-71
12-8-71
12-8-71
2-7-72
2-23-72
2-23-72
Quantity
Manufactured
45.5 liter (12 gal)
45.5 liter (12 gal)
45.5 liter (12 gal)
18.9 liter (5 gal)
28.4 liter (7 .5 gal)
43.5 liter (11 .5 gal)
77.5 liter ( 2 0 . 5 gal)
56.8 liter (15 gal)
56.8 liter (15 gal)
Method of
Manufacture
Koruma milling
Ystral mixer''*'
Ystral mixerl '
Ystral mixer
Ball milling
Ball milling
Ball milling
Ball milling
Ball milling
Salt Batch ( 1 )
7-7-71
7-7-71
7-7-71
7-7-71
10-30-71
10-30-71
10-30-71
1-20-72
1-20-72
Intumescent salt batches were identified by the date received since they all
had the same Allied Chemical Corp. batch number ( i . e . , No. 0657731).
Salt batch 7-7-71 was Stud-milled twice (at Furane Plastics Inc) to reduce
particle size.
Lot 7-26-71 scrapped because of partial intumescence during grinding
Failed to meet thermal efficiency requirements
4
Prechilled MEK and mixing vessel used for manufacture of Part A.
Because of the relatively coarse particle size of the as-received salt, pre-
mixing with the Ystral Jet mixer did not produce a uniform dispersion of Part A
Thirty minutes of processing in a Morehouse-Cowles high speed kinetic disper-
sion unit also resulted in a mixture in which the larger salt particles dropped
out rapidly.
Subsequent attempts to grind this Part A ( i . e . , the nonhomogeneous
polysulfide-salt-MEK mixture) in the Koruma mill were unsuccessful and
resulted in loss of the batch. Although the Koruma mill was water cooled and
the grinding stones were set for a loose pass ( i . e . , 127 (j. or 5 mils apar t ) ,
overheating took place as evidenced by intumescence of a portion of the batch in
the mill. The initial portion of the premix containing the dispersed finer part i -
cles of salt passed through the mill without too much diff icul ty. Plugging and
overheating of the mill occurred when the last portion of the premix containing
the coarse salt particles was introduced. At that junc tu re , attempts to manu-
facture the 45B3 coating at Furane were stopped, and a laboratory investigation
into alternate paint preparation methods was star ted at Hughes.
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Laboratory invest igation of alternate methods of manufacture . — During the
laboratory investigation, it was found that the salt could be dispersed reasonably
well if the polysulfide was f irs t diluted with MEK. However , because of the par-'
tide size of the salt, it tended to settle out fairly rapidly even in this mixture.
If the Koruma mill were to be used, it would have been necessary to keep the
mixture under continuous agitation while feeding the mill.
Ball milling of 45B3 Part A (which is recommended in NASA Specification
No. 16839B) was next attempted using a 0. 95 I (1 quart) laboratory mill. After
premixing Part A with "Lightriin" ( i .e . , propeller blade type) mixer, the mix- 1
ture was ball milled. In four hours of milling, a grind of 1 - Z was achieved. |
However, the mixture became thixotropic, and removal from the mill was f, JT
extremely difficult because of the lack of flow. Longer milling increased the
thixdtropy while a shorter time was not sufficient to produce a 1 + grind. Rin-
sing the mill with solvent was imperative to avoid a considerable loss of ma-
terial (i. e. , 50 percent) , but this resulted in a solids content for Part A below
specification requirements. Several attempts were made to ball mill Part A
with s. portion of the solvent held back for rinsing out the mill but with only
partial success. When sufficient solvent was held out for adequate rinsing,
the mixture was too viscous to mill ( i .e . , the balls would not tumble). Con-
versely, when sufficient solvent was left in Part A for proper milling, the
amount held out was inadequate for complete rinsing and a yield of only
70 — 80 percent was obtained.
Ball milling, of course, would be a satisfactory method of manufacture if
additional solvent could be added to the formula described in Specification A - 16839
(B) . Since additional solvent was not permitted and removal of excess solvent
would have been impractical for large quantities, ball milling was abandoned
for the time being.
Yg.fra] mixing of 45B3 coating (Lot 8-18-71) using Stud-milled gai t . — In view
of the problems encountered, a manufacturing technique d i f f e r e n t from those
previously described was employed for the f i r s t 45.5 liter (12 gal) production
batch (Lot 8-18-71) of 45B3 coating. The procedure used to prepare Part A of
Specification No. A-16839(B) consisted of the following steps:
(1) The dry salt was "Stud-milled" twice to break up the agglomerates and
produce a powder considerably finer than the "as received" salt. Dry milling j| B"
was performed with a Model 160Z Kolloplex Stud Mill manufactured by the Alpine ?|
American Company. . Operation of the mill consists of introducing the dry salt U
into the center of a rotating disk studded with pins in several concentric rings. ^
The rotating disk meshes with a similar pin studded stationary disk and the salt H
particles are flung against the pins by centrifugal force. See Appendix C, \\
Figure 3. A sieve analyses of the twice Stud-milled salt showed 10 percent (as rj
little balls) > 170 mesh, 68 percent < 170 mesh but >325 mesh, and 22 percent |
< 325 mesh. v- j|
• •Mj(2) The polysulfide resin was diluted with chilled MEK (to reduce evapora- ||
tion) in a 56.8 liter (15 gal) stainless steel container. The two were blended [J
with a "Lightnin" propeller type mixer for several minutes. •;
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(3) While under low speed agitation, the salt was added at a s low, uni form
rate to the diluted polysulfide and completely d i spe r s ed with the' 'Lightnin" mixer.
Salt addition was accomplished over a period of one hour. The material was
allowed to "wet out" ( i .e . , s tand) for approximately one hour , redispersed and
checked for fineness of grind which was 1 to 2. Af te r straining through one
layer of commercial cheese cloth, 3. 61 -kg (7. 97 Ibs) of Part A was packaged
in each 7.6 f (2 gallon) pail.
The yield ( i .e . , quantity of coating obtained compared to the quantity of
resin, salt and solvent used) was 96 percent for Part A. This compared favor-
ably with the 70 — 80 percent yield obtained by ball milling.
Subsequent lots of coating made from Stud-milled salt employed the Yst ra l
Jet mixer in lieu of the "Lightnin" mixer. Because of the more efficient action
of the Ys t ra l , the mixing time for addition of the salt to Part A was reduced f rom
one hour (with "Lightnin1" mixer) to 5 — 10 minutes of low speed plus 1—2 min-
utes of high speed Ystral mixing. The fineness of grind was the same (i .e . , 1+) .
For the reasons described under "Packaging of 45B3 and 313 coating kits",
Part A of 45B3 (Lot 8-18-7) was packaged in 7.6 liter (2 gal) resin coated, tin
plated steel pails leaving about 60 percent ullage. Each pail contained 3.62 kg
( 7 . 9 7 Ibs) of 45B3 Part A. Subsequent lots of 45B3 Part A were packaged in full
glass jars .
Part B (epoxy resin and toluene) was blended and the appropriate quantity
(0 .680 kg or 1.50 Ibs) packaged in 0.950 liter (1 quart) friction top tin cans.
Part C (DMP 30 and toluene) was blended and the appropriate quantity pack-
aged in 0.425 liter ( 1 / 2 pint) tin cans (i. e. , 0 .202 kg or 0.45 Ibs).
Ystral mixing of 313 coating (Lot 9-02-71) using Stud-milled salt. - The
fi rs t 45 .5 liter (12 gal) batch of 313 coating was manufactured at Furane Plas-
tics on 9-2-71. The method employed was similar to that used for manufac ture
of Part A of the 45B3 coating described above. Essential steps were as follows
for manufacture of Part A, Specification A-16839(D).
(1) The dry salt was "Stud milled" twice.
(2) The polysulfide resin was diluted with chilled MEK and blended with the
Ystral Jet Mixer in a water jacket container.
(3) While under low speed agitation the salt was slowly added over a period
of 5 — 10 minutes af ter which the Ystral was operated at high speed for 1 — 2 min-
utes (a grind of 1 + was obtained).
(4) The mixer was operated at low speed while the Refras i l fibers were
added slowly over a 5 — 10 minute span after which the mixer was operated again
at high speed for 1 — 2 minutes .
(5) The material was allowed to wet out for approximately 30 minutes, redis-
persed, strained through one layer of commercial cheese cloth and packaged.
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Packaging of the coating was similar to that described for 45B3 Lot 8-18-71 —
Part A in 7.6 liter (2 gal) with approximately 60 percent ullage and Parts B and
C in tin cans .
Ball milling 45B3 and 313 coatings. — A l t h o u g h Ystral milling produced a
Part A which met the specification-is material requirements ( e .g . , composition,
grind, etc), the applied coating did not possess the desired thermal performance.
A number of problem areas were uncovered (e .g . , package stability) which may
have been related to the Ystral mixing. At this point a complete change in manu-
facturing procedure was felt to be necessary. (These problems are discussed in
the Section covering Qualification Testing.)
After performing a number of tests, it was concluded that ball milling of
Part A would provide the best means of controlling the exposure to moisture and
air during manufacture. It would provide a product with better particle uniform-
ity and dispersion and less tendency for the salt to "settle-out".
By restricting the ball milling time to 2-1 /2 hours the thixotropy could be
controlled. This allowed the mill to be adequately rinsed by holding back some
solvent and adding a small additional amount above the formula requirement. In
this manner a good yield of 93 percent ( i .e. , based on material charge) was
obtained in contrast to the 50 percent reported by Ames and the previous 80 per-
cent obtained at HAC. The non-volatile content of Part A was within one percent
of theoret ical , and, more important, the thermal eff ic iency of the coating produced
by ball milling in this fashion met specification requirements.
Procedure for ball milling of 4SB3 and.313 coajirigs Lot 12-_8-71,. —Since
the ratio of salt to polysulfide resin for Part A of both formulas ( i .e . , the 45B3
and 313 coatings) was the same, a "master batch" of approximately 60 .6 liter
(16 gal) of Part A was prepared. Because of the hard settling previously - •.
encountered with Part A of the 313 coating, it was decided to package the Refrasi l
f ibers separately (Part A of the 45B3 coating does not require R e f r a s i l ) , "As-
received salt was employed rather than Stud-milled salt for manufacturing Part A
in accordance with Specifications A-16839(B) and (D) as follows:
(1) A new 25 liter (6 .6 gal) ceramic ball mill was purchased by the Furane
Company specifically for this program. After cleaning the mill and ceramic
balls (which filled 50 percent) by a "break-in" run with solvent and clean sand,
the millwas thorougly rinsed and the f i rs t of six batches was charged into the
mill.
(2) The total required LP-3 for the six batches was blended with 75 percent
of the required MEK by hand mixing. The remaining 25 percent of the MEK was
held back for rinsing the mill after each load was removed.
(3) A mill charge representing approximately 35 percent of the 6.6 gallon
volume consisted of the following:
1.73 kg (3.82 Ibs) LP-3 resin )
2.72 kg (6 .00 Ibs) MEK j
blended
7.00 kg (15.44 Ibs) salt
0. 91 kg (2. 0 Ibs) of MEK was used to rinse the mill after discharge.
-I
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(4) The LP-3/MEK blend was charged into the mill f i r s t and then the
p r e - w e x g h e d amount of salt added. The 34.3 cm ( 1 3 . 5 inch) I . D . mill was placed
on the rollers and run at 44 — 45 RPM, slightly less than the desired 70 percent
of critical speed. Calculation of critical speed was based on the formula pro-
vided in Specification No. A-16839B as follows:
Critical Speed = .
 r,
?6
'
6
,.—r = 68 RPM
^ I.D. in feet
where Critical Speed is defined as the RPM at which unencumbered grinding
media begin to centrifuge.
(5) After 2-1 /2 hours of milling the grind was checked and the contents |[
emptied into a clean 19 liter (5 gal) high density polyethylene container.
(6) The 0 .91 kg (2 Ibs) of MEK was added, the mill run for an additional
5 minutes and the rinsings added to original contents . Af t e r the rinsings were
added, the ullage in the pail was purged with dry nitrogen and the containers
sealed.
(7) The above procedure was repeated for each of the next five loads. An n
additional rinsing with 1.82 kg (4 Ibs) of MEK was provided for the final load. :lf
(8) All of the contents in the 19 liter (5 gal) pails were "master batched" with
the Ystral mixer. A dry nitrogen head was maintained above the fluid during the
operation. After 10 minutes of low speed mixing, filling of the individual glass
jars was s ta r ted . The Ystra l mixer was in operation for all but. the last f ive
minutes of the filling operation which took a total of 40 minutes. Mixing was
continued by hand during the last stage when the fluid level was too low to operate
. the Ystral . IT
(9) Each jar was topped-off with part A to exactly 1049 gm (2 Ibs , 5.0 oz)
which le f t a minimum ullage for expansion.
(10) Part B was blended by manually stirring 3.48 kg (7 Ib, 11 oz) of toluene
into 10.42 kg (22 Ib 15 oz) of Epon 828. The appropriate quanti ty ( i .e . , 198 gm
or 7.0 oz) of Part B was weighed into individual metal containers.
(11) Part C was blended by manually st irr ing 2 .06 kg (4 Ibs 8.5 oz) of toluene H~
into the same quantity of tri (dimethylamino methyl) phenol ( i . e . , DMP-30). The
appropriate quantity ( i . e . , 57 gm or 2.0 oz) of this Part C was weighed into indi-
vidual metal containers.
(12) Ref ras i l fibers ( i .e . , 72 gm or 2.7 oz) required for each kit of 313 coat-
ing were weighed into plastic bags, sealed and the bags inserted into metal
containers .
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Packaging of 45B3 and 333 coating kits. — Two types of containers were
utilized for packaging part A . The f i r s t , which was abandoned later, was a
resin coated, tinned steel pail and the second was a glass jar. The initial
selection of the metal container was made because of the problems in shipping
glass containers containing highly flammable solvent ( e . g . , MEK).
Because of the observed rapid reaction of the Part A with unlined tin coated
steel containers (a black deposit formed in less than two weeks) , it was felt that
lined (i.e. , resin coated) tinned steel containers were essential. Only a few can
coatings ( e . g . , Heresite*) would resist the MEK in Part A, and the only Here-site
lined containers that could be readily obtained were 7.6 liter (2 gal) capacity.
Since small quantities of the coating were required for sample distr ibution, it
was decided to only partially fill (approximately 40 percent) the pails with s u f f i -
cient Part A to make 3.785 liter (i .e. , 1 gal) of mixed coating. This would pro-
vide sufficient space for thorough mixing of settled pigment and incorporation of
parts B and C directly into Part A.
As was discovered later (see discussion of "Package stability of coating"),
the large ullage was extremely detrimental. Also, it was found that the resin
coating on the interior of the tin pail was not completely effective in preventing
the formation of the black deposits.
For the above reasons the packaging of Part A in the metal pails was dis-
continued for the 45B3 and 313 coatings after the first production lot. Subse-
quent packaging of Part A was in 0 .950 liter (1 quart) glass jars. The small
ullage (approximately 10 percent of the total volume) left for expansion and mix-
ing room-was swept out with dry nitrogen be fo re capping.
To provide a safe container for shipment, the padded glass jar of Part A and
the cans of Part B and C were sealed in a 3.78 liter (1 gal) friction top paint can.
Each kit contained the quantities of Parts A, B and C .shown in Table IX.
TABLE IX
PACKAGING OF 45B3 AND 313 COATING KITS
Part
A
B
C
D
Net Weight 45B3 Kit
1049 gm (2 Ibs 5.0 oz)
198 gm (7.0 oz)
57 gm .(2.0 oz)
Net Weight 313 Kit
1049 gm (2 Ibs 5.0 oz)
198 gm ( 7 . 0 oz)
57 gm (2 .0 oz)
72 gm ( 2 . 7 oz)
. Net volume of 45B3 kit is 1.06 liter (0 .28 gal)
Net volume of 313 kit is 1. 10 liter (0 .29 gal)
Material properties of 45B3 and'313 coatings. — T h e following material
properties were obtained on the respective production lots of coating. Property
data are presented for Parts A, B and C in Table X.
IT
1L
L'
*Baked phenolic/epoxy coating
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Qualification Test ing of 45B3 and 313 Coatings
General description. — Qualification testing of the coatings was conducted
in accordance with the procedures descr ibed in Specifications No. A-16839(B)
and (D) , Reference 5 and 4. Where the specifications did not define the exact
test method or procedure, s tandard methods were used and are described in
this text.
Thermal e f f i c i ency t e s t s . — One major problem area involved the thermal
eff iciency test as related to the test apparatus and coating thickness. The test
apparatus descr ibed in the NASA specifications was a JP-4 fuel f i red fu rnace
which was not available at HAC. Since a quar tz lamp hea t source had been used
by HAC for test ing similar thermal protection coatings (Refe rence 6), per-
mission was obtained, in the contract , to use the quar tz heating lamps (see
Figure 1 and 2). These were operated at the required 10 Btu/ f t 2 -sec which was
100 percent radiative ra the r than 90 percent radiative as specified for the NASA
fuel furnace.
During the initial testing (i.e. , 45B3 coating, Lot 8-18-71) it was found
that the coating thickness required by the specification was too low to meet the
thermal protection requirement. The A-l6839(b) stated that the time for the
back side of the 1. 6 mm (1/16 in. ) steel test panel having 0. 76 - 0. 81 mm
(0. 030 - 0. 032 in. ) thermal protection coating to reach 204°C (400°F) should
be 95 sec or longer. The 45B3 Lot 8-18-71 coatings which were this thickness
reached the 204°C temperature in 40 seconds.
Ultimately, the minimum thickness for the coating to be tested for thermal
eff ic iency was set at 1. 52 mm (0. 060 in. or 60 mils), and the thermal e f f i c i e n c y
was def ined in terms of thickness as folJows:
o.
Thermal e f f ic iency = Seconds for metal back side to reach 204 CCoating thickness in millimeters
or
Thermal eff ic iency = Seconds for metal back side to reach 400Coating thickness in mils
where
1 mm = 39.4 mils
For an acceptable coating, a. thermal eff ic iency of 78. 8 sec per mm of coating
(2. 0 sec per mil) or g rea te r was required as measured on NASA's fuel furnace.
kf
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Figure 1. 'Quartz Lamp Heating Apparatus (Unexposed Specimen)
H^-tSg:i-:~'ir-;- '<>^;*J
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.Figure 2. Quartz Lamp Heating Apparatus (Exposed Specimen)
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A number of compa rative tests were performed to establish whether HAC's
quar tz lamp test could be used for preliminary qualification. Two major d i f fe r -
ences between the HAC quartz lamp apparatus and NASA's fuel fired furnace
are: (1) the quartz lamp rig produces thermal energy which is virtually 100 per-
cent radiative (NASA fuel f u r n a c e is 90 percent radiative), and (2) the heat flux
on the coating varies as the coating surface intumesces toward the lamps. Test
results, however, indicated that HAC's thermal efficiency ratings were reason-
ably close to those obtained at Ames on the same lot of coating.
Procedure for quar tz lamp thermal eff iciency tests. — The heating appara-
tus shown in Figure 1 consisted of three gold plated Marquardt ref lectors each
fitted with five General Electric No. 500 T3/CJL/HT lamps. With bottom edges
of the ref lec tors positioned approximately 10. 2 cm (4 in. ) f rom the test panel,
and approximately 200 volts across each of the three banks of lamps, a heat
flux of 10 Btu / f t 2 - sec was achieved. A Hy-Cal Model C-1300.-A-60-072 calori-
meter (Hy-Cal Engineer ing Co. , Santa Fe Springs, Calif. ) was positioned at
several places within a 10. 2 CITY (4 in. ) diameter area to check the heat flux,
and the voltage was adjusted with a Variac (Type 50-B, 20A, 270V) as required.
An i ron-constantan thermocouple was taped to the back of the steel test
panel with the thermocouple bulb touching the center insulated disk. A daub of
Dow Corning 340 Heat Sink compound was put on and around the thermocouple
bulb, and the test panel was then placed into a fitted recess in the asbestos
cement board platform. A small f lat stainless steel spring with a thin sheet of
asbestos paper between it and the thermocouple maintained intimate contact of
the thermocouple to the back side of the test panel. Finally a 0. 64 cm (1 /4 in. )
mask of asbestos paper, with a 7. 0 cm (2 -3 /4 in. ) square hole, was placed
over the test panel.
When the main switch on the Variac was thrown, the drive on the strip
chart recorder was started. Suff ic ient accuracy was obtained by operat ing the
recorder (Moseley Autograph Model 7100B) at 15 cm/min and a full scale
deflection of 20 mV. The test was usually terminated when the back side tern-
o o _pera ture reached 232 C (450 F).
Test specimen preparation. — Test specimens were prepared in accordance
with the procedures outlined in Specifications No. A-16839 (B) and (D). Cold
rolled steel test panels 1. 45 mm (57 mils) thick were degreased, dry abrasive
blasted at 7. 0 kg/sq. cm (100 psig) with 60 mesh flint abrasive, blown clean of
dust and coated within 24 hours.
Part A of the 45B3 coating was redispersed with a low speed laboratory
mechanical propeller type s t i r rer and the required quant i ty t r ans fe r red to a.
mixing container. Correct proportions of Farts B and C were added in turn to
Part A and the components thoroughly blended with the st irrer.
The 45B3 coating was spray applied"-in multiple coats of approximately
127 p. (5 mils) each until the required dry film thickness was achieved. Ten
to f i f teen minutes was allowed between coats, and the coated specimens were
air dried for 10 days (unless otherwise noted) before testing. Spray equip-
ment consisted of a Binks No. 18 pressure pot.gun with a 66SD Air Cap, 66SS
Fluid Nozzle, operated, at a line p re s su re of 15 — 20 psig (1. 0 — 1.4 kg/sq. cm)
and a pot pressure of 10 psig (0. 7 kg/sq. cm).
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The coating required a cer ta in amount of skill to apply properly. Ini t ial
at tempts resul ted in coatings with a very rough appearance and poor cohesive
propert ies. After suff ic ient experience, however, these diff icul t ies were
overcome.
The 313 coating was mixed for application in the same fash ion as that des-
cribed for the 45B3 coating. After parts A, B and C were thoroughly blended,
the Refrasil f ibers were slowly added under agitation. The low speed mechani-
cal s t i rr ing continued for approximately 10 minutes and was followed by a 5
minute high speed mixing.
Spray equipment and application of the 313 coating were similar to the 45B3
coating in respect to multiple coats, drying between coats, 10 day cure, etc.
Because of the Refras i i f i be r s in the 313 coating, clogging of the spray gun
nozzle was a chronic problem and rough coatings were d i f f icu l t to avoid.
Several other spray gun/nozzle combinations and air / f luid pressure combina-
tions were tried before a reasonably satisfactory coating was obtained.
Special test procedures. —Special test procedures utilized were as
follows:
(1) Density was determined by displacement in hexane.
(2) Taber Abrader test was performed with CS-10 wheels and 500 gram load.
(3) Flexibility test utilized a 221 g (0. 50 Ib. ) steel ball, 3. 81 cm (1. 50 in. )
diameter, falling from a height of 1. 83 m (6 feet) . Test Panels were supported,
coated face up, on a steel plate having a .1. 00 in. (2. 54 in. ) d iameter hemis-
pherical hole. Coating thickness of tes t panels was 1. 02 — 1. 06 mm (40 —42
mils).
(4) Thermal efficiency tests were performed with quartz heating lamps at
10 Btu/f t 2 -sec .
Results of qualification tests of 45B3 and 313 coat ings .— The results of the
qual i f ica t ion tests performed on the various product ion batches of 45B3 and 313
coatings are presented in Tables XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XVI. These repre-
sent production lots number 8-18-71, 11-5-71, 12-8-71, 2-7-72 and 2-23-72.
Figures 3 and 4 show typical specimens that intumesced well during the
thermal efficiency test and the linear expansion test. Figure 3 is the picture
of thermal efficiency test specimen JJ-12 with 45B3 coating Lot 12-8-71 (ther-
mal efficiency was 94. 5 sec/mm or 2.4 sec/mil). Figure 4 shows specimen
S-7 with 313 coating Lot 12-8-71 (1.09 mm or 43 mils thick) after exposure
to the 350°C (662°F) linear expansion test. Specimen S-7 produced a growth
of 1 50 X measured along the axis and a vertical rise of 127 X.
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TABLE XI
QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS OF 45B3 COATING
LOT 8-18-71, YSTRAL MIXED
Test Spec. A-16839 (B)Requirement Test Value
( 1 )
Appearance
Tensile Strength
Density
Temperature of
In s tume s c e nc e
Char Yield
Abrasion
Resis tance
Flexibility
Linear
Expansion
Thermal
Efficiency
Brownish yellow, hard,
integ ral film
1 1Z ±7 kg/ sq. cm
(1600 ±100 psi)
1. 42 ±0. 05 g/cc
275 ±10°C
42 ±2 percent
205 ±10 mg. loss /1000
cycles
0. 18 ±0. 014 kg-meters
(1. 3 ±0. 1 foot-pounds)
60 x original thickness,
minimum
Time to reach 204 C
(400°F) back side
temp g 95 sec.
Brownish yellow, hard,
integral film with rough
texture.
Not tested because of
brittle film.
1.464 g /cc
278, 282, 280, 270°C
Ave = 278°C
. (2 )2 percent
Not tested.
Not tested.
59 X, 48 X
Ave. height = 54 X
41 seconds
(Char height = 54 cm or
2-1/8 in. ) (3)
39 seconds
(Char height s 51 cm or
2 i n . )
Ave. = 40 seconds
1Coatings were air dried for a minimum of 10 days.
>
"Outside laboratory experienced difficulty in performing test and resul t is
probably incorrect.
Thickness of coatings were 0. 79 mm (31 mils). Back side temperature
approached 400°F before intumescence started. Temperature at 95 ?ec
was 253°C (487°F) and 260°C (500°F) respectively for specimens 1-2 and
1-10.
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TABLE XII
QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS'OF 45B3 COATING
LOT 11-5-71,. YSTRAL MIXED
Test '>£• Spec. A-16839 (B) .^ .
'••*••• Requirement x Test:Value w
( I )
Appearance
Tensile Strength
Density
Temperature of Intumescence
Char Yield
Abrasion Resistance
Flexibility • . . . . . .
Linear Expansion
Linear Expansion af te r
30 days Humidity
Thermal Efficiency
Brownish yellow, hard,, integral film
11Z ± 7 kg/sq. cm (1600 ± 100 psi)
1;42 ± 0. 05 g/cc
275 t 10°C
42.± 2-percent
205 ± 10 mg. loes / lOOO cycles
'0: 18~*~0. OI4'kg-meters
(1. 3 ± 0. 1 foot-pounds)
60 X original thickness, minimum
60 X original thickness, minimum
78. 8 seconds/mm
(2. 0 seconds/mil)' '
Brownish yellow, hard, integral film
1050, 1070, 930, 1020, 1640, 1050, 1290,
1560 psi, Ave. =85 kg/sq. cm (1201 psi)
1.47 g/cc
280-288, 275-280, 276-285,
Avc. = 281°C . ..
35,:38
Avc. = 36. 5 percent
245, 335. 211, 228, 374. 236(2)
Avc. = 271 mg. loss /1000 cycles
No coating fracture at 0." 21, 0. 28 and 0. 4 1 kg-m
(1.5. 2 and 3 ft-lbs)
76. 23, 54(3)
Ave. = 51 X original thickness
Length = I1SX, height = 70X;
Length = 1.19X, heij-ht = 92X
Ave. length = 117X t4>
Ave. height = SIX
55.2 sec/mm (1.40 sec/mil)
Char height = 7. 7 cm (3 in.)
59.5 sec/mm (1.51 sec/mil)
Char height - 10. 2.cm (4 in. )
Ave. = 57. 2 sec/mm or (1..45 sec/mil)
Dry film, thickness of coatings was 1. 52.— !. 83 mm (60 —72 mils). Test specimens were, air dried 24 hours and then
force dried for 16 hours at 66°C (I SO^K)
High abrasion weight losses of 335 and 374 mg/1000 cycles were obtained on coatings having a d i f fe ren t appearance than
the other fou r tested. Although all six panels were coated during the same sequence, the above two were darker in color
wi th scattered spots of l ighter color.
Sample H-2 (coalir.j thickness 1.40 mm or 0. 055 in. ) which produced a large volume of char and a linear expansion of
76X was placed in a preheated 350°C oven on a preheated sheet of asbestos. Edges of test panel were not painted.
Intumescence started in 5 minutes-and proceeded uniformly.
Sample 11-4 (coat ing thickness 1.60 mm or 0.063 in.) vuhicli provided a 23X l inear expansion was placed on a cold sheet
of asbestos and then put into the-preheated oven. Edges of the test panel had been primed (TT-P-664) approximately
three days before testing. Intumescence started in approximately 15 minutes. Edges of sample intumesced slightly
compared to center.
Sample H-7 (coating thickness 1. 40 mm or 0. 055 in. ) which produced a large volume of char and a linear expansion of
54 times waa placed in a preheated oven on a preheated sheet of asbestos. Paint on edges was partially removed by
wiping with solvent prior to the test. Intumescence s tar ted af ter 5 minutes but did not proceed uniformly; that is, one
edge intumesced very slightly.
Length along the axis of the char, in addition to height above the base, is given because the char leaned over during
intumescence.
Thermal e f f ic iency requirements of specification were changed by Technical Monitor to 2. 0 seconds/mil on N'ASA's fuel
fired furnace.
Intumescence did not commence until approximately 80 seconds (i.e., back side tempera ture o f ~ 3 7 3 F). Thermal
efficiency of 1.40 was for specimen 1-2, coating thickness 1. 70 mm (67 mils). Thermal efficiency of 1. 51 was for
specimen 1-4, coating thickness 1. 75 mm (69 mils).
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TABLE XIII
QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS OF 45B3 COATING
LOT 12-8-71, BALL MILLED
Test Spec. A-16K3'J (B)Requi rcmcnt Test Value
(1)
Appearance
Tensile S t rength
Densi ty
Ten' .peraturc of In tumescence
Char Yield
Abras ion Resis tance
F lex ib i l i t y
Linear Kxpansion
L i n e a r Fxpans ion a f t e r
30 days Humid i ty
Tlicnr.al E f f i c i e n c y
Brownish yellow, hard, i n t e g r a l f i lm
I 12 ± 7 kg/sq. cm (1600 ± 100 psi)
1. 42 ± 0. Of! g /cc
275 * 1C°C
42 ± 2 percent
205 ± 10 mg. loss/1000 cycles
0. 18 ± 0. 014 kg -mc te r s
(1. 3 ± 0. 1 foot-pounds)
60 X original thickness, minimum
60 X or ig ina l t h i ckness , m in imum
78. 8 seconds/mm
(2. 0 seconds /mi l )
Brownish yellow, hard, in tegra l f i lm
130 kg/sq. cm (J760 , 1950 Ave. = 1855 psi) ( 2 )
1. 46 g/cc
265 - ?.60°C
46. 5 percent
146, 142. 145, 149 ', '
Ave. - 145 mg/1000 cycles
No coat ing f r a c t u r e at 0. 28 and 0. 41 kg-m
(2 and 3 f t - l b s ) d i rec t or reverse. (5)
Length 149X. height 89X;
Length 134X, height 105X
Avc. length = 142X ,.
Avc. height = 97X1 '
Length = 109X, he igh t = fc4X;
L e n g t h = 103X. h e i g h t ; 87X
Avc. length = 10AX ,.
Avc. height = £6X l '
93. 8 sec/nun (2. 38 sec/mil) (£,)
Char l eng th = 17. 1 cm (6 -3 /4 in.)
88.2 sec/mm (2. 26 ecc/rr.il)
Char leng th - 14. 6 cm ( 5 - 3 / 4 in. )
Ave. = 91. 5 sec/mm (2. 32 sec/mil)
'Dry f i lm th i cknes s of coat ins s v-'as "• '^ ~ 1/32 mm (39 — 52 mils) except fur t h e r m a l e f f i c i e n c y tes ts which was
2. 06 — 2. 21 mm (81 — 87 mils). All test panels were air dr ied for ID day minimum before testing.
Two specimens fa i led at less th;*n 200 psi due to incorrec t test , procedure.
Costing th ickness was 1. 04 — 1. 29 mm (41 — 51 mils). Coating was face down for reverse impact.
Specimens were placed in a preheated 350 C ovrn on a preheated sheet of asbestos-cement board. Since the char had
leaned over , the d i s tance f rom the center of the panel along the av i s of the char was used to calculate the l inear expansion.
The l i n e a r expansion r ep re sen t ing the he igh t pe rpend i cu l a r to the panel was also reported.
^Thermal e f f i c i e n c y requi nrments of the spec i f i ca t ion were changed by Technical Monitor to 2.0 seconds/mil on NASA's
fuel lircd furnace.
Thermal e f f i c i e n c y of 2. 38 v.-as for specimen JJ-9, coa t inn th ickness 2. 14 mm (84 mils). Thermal e f f i c i ency of 2. 26
was for specimen JJ-5, coaling th ickness 1. 78 mm (70 mils). If coat ing th ickness (which was measured wi th a micro-
meter ) is ad jus ted to compensate for roughness (i. e. , 5 mi l s for JJ-9 and J J -b ) , the thermal e f f i c i e n c y values would
be 2. 53 and ?.. 40 scconds/n-i ; respectively. Because of the hor izonta l d i rec t ion of the char , l eng th ra ther than height
above the panel is reported.
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TABLE XIV
QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS OF 313 COATING
LOT 12-8-71, BALL
Test Spec. A-16839 (D)Requirement Test Value
Appearance
Tensile Strength
Density
Temperature of Intumescence
Char Yield
Abrasion Resistance
Flexibility
Linear Expansion
Linear Expansion alter
30 days Humidity
Thermal Efficiency
Brownish yellow, haril, integral f i lm
126 ± 14 kg/sq. cm (1800 ± 200 psi)
1. 50 ± 0. 05 g/cc
285 ± 15°C
46 ± 3 percent
100 -t 20 mg. loss/ 1000 cycles
0. 18 1 0. 014 kg-meters
(1.3 t 0. 1 loot-pounds)
60 X original thickness, minimum
60 X original thickness, minimum
78. 8 seconds/mm.,..
(2.0 second«/mil)1 '
Brownish yellow, hard, integral film, rough
texture
897, 1860, 1580, 2520psi
Ave. = 120 kg/sq. cm (1714 psi)
1.43 g/cc
250 -275°C
51.0 percent
157, 157
Ave. = 157 mg/ IOOO cycles
No coating f r a c t u r e at 0.21, 0. 28 and 0.41 kg-m
(I, 2 and 3 ft-lbs)'3 '
Length = 150X, height = 127X;
Length = 178X, height = 142X
Ave. length = 164X ..
Ave. hei2ht = U4X ( '
Length = 119X, heights 93X;
Length = I16X, height = 95X
Ave. length = H8X.. .
Ave. h e i g h t s 94X( '
98. 5 sec/mm (i. 50 sec/mil)
Char length i 6. 3 cm (f.-l /2. in. )
91.0 sec/mm (2. 31 sec/mil)
Char length = 5. 7 cm (2-1/4 in. )
Ave. = 94.5 sec/mm (2. 40 aec/mil)
Part A of formula was prepared by ball milling polysulfide resin, salt and MEK. Refrasi l was stirred in afterward.
Dry film thickness of coatings was 0. 84 — 0. 99 mm (33 — 39 mils) except for thermal efficiency and flexibility tests.
All panels were air dried for 10 days minimum before testing.
Coating thickness was 0. 96 — 1. 19 mm (38 — 47 mils).
Specimens S7 and. S3 were placed in a preheated 350°C oven on a preheated sheet of asbestos-cement board. Since the
char had leaned over, the distance from the center of the panel along the axis of tho char was used to calculate the linear
expansion. The "vertical" linear expansion, also reported, represents the height perpendicular to the panel.
Thermal eff ic iency requirements of the specification were changed by Technical Monitor to 2.0 seconds/mil on NASA's
fuel fired furnace.
Thermal eff iciency values obtained for spcciments T5 and T6 were 2. 50 and 2. 31 respectively. Specimen T5 machined
to a smooth f in i sh of 77 mils while specimen To was left in the rough as'-sprayed condition. If the micrometer measured
thickness of 95 mils for specimen To is reduced to 85 mils to compensate for roughness, the Thcr»nal Ef f ic iency would
be 2. 58 rather than 2. 3 1 sec/mil. Hecause of the horizontal d i rec t ion of the char , length rather than height above the
panel is reported.
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TABLE XV
QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS OF 45B3 COATING
LOT 2-07-72, BALL MILLED
r~
Test Spec. A-16839 (B)Requirement Test Value
(1)
Appearance
Tensile Strength
Density
Temperature of
Intumescence
Char Yield
Abrasion Resistance
Flexibility
Linear Expansion
Ljnear Expansion af ter
30 days Humidity
Thermal Efficiency
Brownish yellow, hard, integral
film
112 ± 7 kg/sq. cm
(1600 ± 100 psi)
1, 42 db 0. 05 g/cc
275 ± 10°C
42 ± 2 percent
205 ± 10 mg. loss/1000 cycles
0. 18 ± 0. 0)4 kg-meters
(1. 3 ± 0. 1 foot-pounds)
60 X original thickness, minimum
60 X original thickness, minimum
78. 8 seconds/mm
(2. 0 seconds/mil)(3)
Brownish yellow, hard, integral
film
1180, 2030, 860, 2230, 1710. 2000
Ave. = 117 kg/sq. cm
(1665 psi)
1. 47 and 1. 48
Ave. = 1. 475 g/cc
244 - 250°C
44 percent
158. 150, 141, and 152
Ave. = 150 mg/1000 cycles
No coating f rac ture or chipping at
0. 414 kg-meters (3 foot-pounds)
Height = 108X and 105X
Ave. =
Not tested
83. 5 sec/mm (2. 12 sec/mil)
Char length 3 25 cm (10 in. )
90. 5 sec/mm (2. 30 sec/mil)
Char length 25 cm (10 in. )
Ave. = 87. 0 sec/mm
(2. 21 sec/mil) (4)
Dry film thickness of coating was 0. 94 — 1. 18 mm (37 —45 mils) except for thermal eff iciency
tests which \vas 2. 02 — 2. 16 mm.(79 — 85 mils). All test panels were air dried a minimum of
10 days before testing.
Specimens were placed in a preheated 350 C oven on a preheated sheet of asbestos-cement board.
Thermal efficiency requirement of specification was changed by Technical Monitor to 2. 0 sec/mil
on NASA's fue l f i red furnace.
Thermal eff iciency of 2.-1 2 was for specimen IE-1, coaling thickness 2. 16 mm (85 mils).
Thermal e f f i c i ency of 2. 30 was for specimen 11E-4, coating thickness 2. 0 1 mm (79 mils).
Because of horizontal nature of the char, length rather than height above the panel is reported.
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TABLE XVI
QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS OF 45133 COATING
LOT 2-23-72, BALL MILLED
Test Spec. A-16839 (B)'Requirement Test Value
• (1)
Appearance
Tensile St rength
Density
Temperature of
Intumescence
Char Yield
Abrasion Resistance
Flexibility
Linear Expansion
Linear Expansion after
30 days Humidity
Thermal Efficiency
Brownish yellow, hard, integral
film
1 12 ± 7 kg/sq. cm
(1600 ± 100 psi)
1. 42 ± 0. 05 g /cc
275 ± 10°C
42 ± 2 percent
205 ± 10 mg. loss/1000 cycles
0. 18 ± 0. 014 kg-meters
(1. 3-± 0. 1 foot-pounds)
60 X original thickness,
minimum
60 X original thickness,
minimum
78. 8 seconds/mm
(2. 0 seconds/mil)14)
Brownish yellow, hard, integral
aim
(2)895, 1510, 1350Ave. = 88 kg/sq. cm (1251 psi)
1.45 g/cc
238 - 248°C
47. 5 percent
136, 130, 128 and 126
Ave. = 130 mg/1000 cycles
No coating f rac ture or chipping at
0, 414 kg/m (3 ft-lbs)
Height = 97X and 90X
Ave. =
Not tested
95. 0 sec/mm (2. 41 sec/mil)
Char length s 25 cm (10 in. )
89. 9 sec/mm (2. 28 sec/mil)
Char length s 25 cm (10 in. )
Ave. = 92. 2 sec/mm
(2. 34 sec/mil)(5)
Dry film thickness of coating was 0. 94 — 1. 22 mm (37 — 48 mils) except for thermal eff iciency tests
which was 2. 38 — 2 , 5 6 mm (94 — 101 mils). All test panels were air dried a minimum of 10 days
before testing.
Three specimens failed below 35 kg/sq. cm (500 psi) due to chipped edges.
Specimens were placed in a preheated 350 F oven on a preheated sheet of asbestos-cement board.
4
Thermal efficiency requirements of specificat ion was changed by Technical Monitor to 2. 0 sec/mil
on NASA's fuel f ired furnace .
Thermal ef f ic iency of 2. 41 was for specimen IVE-2, coaiing thickness 2. 38 mm (94 mils).
Thermal eff ic iency of 2. 28 was for specimen IVE-4, coating thickness 2. 33 mm (94 mils).
Because of horizontal nature of tho char, length rather than height is reported.
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Figure 3. Specimen JJ-12, 45B3 Coating,
Lot 12-8-71, After Quartz Lamp Thermal
Efficiency Test (T. E. = 94. 5 sec/mm or
2. 4 sec /mil)
Figure 4. Unexposed Specii-nen and Specimen S-7,
313 Coating Lot 12-8-71 (L. E. = 150X
Along Axis and 127X Vertical Direction)
After Linear Expansion Test.
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Comparison of Thermal Ef f i c i ency-Te st Results
Results of the quar tz lamp thermal e f f i c i e n c y tests p e r f o r m e d at HAC have
been extracted from the Qualification Test data (Tables XI-XVI) and are pre-
sented in Tables XVII-XXIV. Where available these data are compared with
results obtained by Ames on their fuel f i red f u r n a c e . In addition, pe r fo r -
mance of several experimental batches tested dur ing the investigation of the
package stability problems have been included. Unless otherwise specified,
thermal efficiency tests were conducted at a heat flux of 10 Btu/f t -sec.
Package Stability of Coating
Observation of problem. —As previously described, three adverse
conditions were observed in Part A ( i . e . , intumescent salt, polysulfvde resin,
MEK mixture).
Black deposit: Even though the tin pails used for packaging Part A were
lined with a He re site phenolic varnish, a reaction took place with the can. In
the several weeks of storage, a loose black deposit formed on the wall of the
container where it was in contact with the supernatant liquid ( i . e . , the LP-3
polysulfide and MEK).
Formula 313 Part A Lot 8-18-71 left over from the original manufacture
had been stored in unlined tin coated can. This can had a large quantity of
loose black deposit on the wall in contact with the supernatant liquid, and
slight agitation caused the liquid to turn black. Spectrographic analysis of the
black deposit showed iron and tin as the major elements, presumedly as the
sulfide .
Gelation: Gelation of 45B3, Lot 8-18-71, Part A was observed in a pail
that had been opened several times to remove a portion for tes t work. Each
time the contents were vigorously agitated with a motor driven propeller blade
type stirrer. Undoubtedly, air was entrained in the material dur ing each mix-
ing. Three days after the last mixing of this 45B3 Part A, it was found to be
gelled. This occurred six weeks after manufacture . It should be noted that
Part A originally occupied approximately 0.4 of the volume of the two gallon
pail and only about 0.2 at the time of gelation. 45B3 coatings applied from
this container three'days before gelation was observed did not intumescc
during quartz lamp tests.
At this point, it became obvious that 45B3 Part A containing the intumescent
salt, LP-3 and MEK was undergoing a reaction in the can. As an inter im mea-
sure, the Furane Company was instructed to immediately remove Part A of the
45B3 formula and also Part A of the 313 formula from the metal containers
and package them in 5 gallon polypropylene pails. Ullage was swept out with
dry nitrogen before sealing the lids.
Hard settling of 313 Part A: When the above transfer operation was conduc-
ted at the Furane Plastics Co. , it was discovered that Part A of 313 coating,
Lot 9-02-72, containing the Refrasil f ibers had settled out ext remely hard. In
less than a month f rom the date of manufac ture , the 313 Part A had reached a
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consistency of tough sod. Proper reincorporauion of the settled pigment and
Refrasi l filbers would have been very difficult.
1 Chemical reactions contributing to gelation. —Several chemical reactions
J have been postulated by MAC to explain, gelation. These are as follows:
The copolymerization of polysulfides and epoxies proceeds through
the base catalyzed addition o£ the -S-H polysulfide end groups to the
epoxy groups. Thus,
A OHIT S-H + CH9-CH - R W-WV-S-CH-,— CH— RTT£» LI .
 t
The reaction proceeds stoic hiome trie ally until the S-H groups are
consumed.
Under suitable oxidative conditions, mercaptan (SH) groups can
be readily oxidized to disulfides via a free radical process.
2R- + 2 - SH — — -S-S-+ 2R-H
Thus, it is reasonable to expect that this reaction also can occur
with polysulfide s si.nce they contain on the o rde r of 5 or 6% rner-
captan (SH) groups prior to cure . Mild oxidizing agents such as
dilute H?O? or CuC 1-, are examples of oxidizers which can pro-
mote the coupling.
Having encountered the problem of polymerization ( i .e . , gelation)
in the "A" component of formulat 45B3 one is led to wonder what
may have induced the oxidative polymerization and created the
apparent shelf life problem.
Oxidation by air is of course one of the more reasonable mech-
anisms and it is. highly possible that stannic or ferr ic ions from
the container walls play an important role in catalyzing this
reaction or serving as intermediates through which the air oxi-
dation proceeds, thus:
Fe(or Fe++) - L- F
+ -S-H— *~Fe++ + -S-S-
o r
c / o ++x 2 „Sn (or Sn ) - ^ Sn
Su"1"1"4"1" + -S-H. - =- Sn++ h --S-S-
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Ar-NO, + "Shi1"*— *-A
£* • . -
. '• . . nj';' ;-'.. :^-:++ -.-.•
A r-'Tsj-^OH' — ~' _-»t». A
H" •
r - N -
; H "_ . '
Another, mode' of oxidation is" via the nitro groups of the iritume scent"
salt. For example, the following reaction is feasible with the tin
can. •
AT - NO, + Sn + H-O-s-Ar-NH-OH + SnO, .
• • - - . - . » - • . - - . . - . • • . - • - - • - - - . - . - - - • . • : • ' . . - - • * "
Furthermore, Davis iet at, Ref. 7, have shown that hydroxylamines
can react with reduced states of metal ions (such as Fe"^) to produce
•NH2 free radicals, thus-
Mn+ + HO-NH*
The NH-? radical- in this case was substantiated -by. its ability to
polymerize acrylates. By this mechanism it thus should be feasible
to oxidize polysulfide s with nitrated intumescent salts in the pres-
. ence o.f. metaliic_ions,_.the_net reactio.n_being_illustrated as. follows:
OH + Sn+4"++
+• Sn
- + 2. -SH - *-ArNH, + -S-S-
.£*
It is quite evident, therefore, that all of the agents necessary to
promote either air or nitro group oxidation of the polysulfide are
present in the "A" component of formula 45B3. Which reaction
mechanisin is responsible for the apparent shelf life problem has
yet to be verified. However, current evidence seems to indicate
that air oxidation initiated the problem. In either case tin, copper
or iron contamination seems to be something to avoid."
Mercaptan analysis of Part A from 45B3, Lot 8-18-71 and 313.
Lot 9-02-71 .— When the stability problem was first recognized, Part A of
production lots of 45B3 (Lot 8-18-71) and 313 (Lot 9-C2-71) coatings were t rans-
fe r red from their partially full metal containers to 5 gallon polypropylene pails.
Air was purged out with nitrogen before sealing. This t ransfer was effected on
September 30, 1971. OnOctober 15, 1971, samples of the supe rnatant liquid
( i .e . , the LP-3 polysulfide dissolved in MEK) were removed and analyzed for
mercaptan content (i .e. , -S-H). The results of this analysis, performed by
Furane Plastics using the Thiokol Product Specification Code LF-241 test
method, are reported in Table XXV. The reduction in -S-H content found iri the
45B3 and 313 coatings would tend to support the hypothesis for oxidation of the
mercaptan groups to disulfide and resultant adverse affect on thermal perfor-
mance" postulated above . "That is, la.ck of mercaptan cause s less copolymcri-
zation of the epoxy and poly sulfidc and greater homopolymcrization of the epoxy
. 47
res in . The additional c ross- l inking of the epoxy would redxice thermal
p las t i c i ty d u r i n g heat ing and make for a more rigid and smaller char volume
The net e f f ec t , of course , wculd be fco reduce thermal e f f i c i e n c y . ' '
TABLE XXV
MERCAPTAN ANALYSIS
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Description
45B3 Lot 8-18-71 (supernatant liquid)
45B3 Lot 8-18-71 (supernatant liquid)
duplicate of No. 1
313, Lot 9-2-71 (supernatant liquid)
313, Lot 9-2-71 (supernatant liquid)
duplicate of No. 3
LP-3 (previously opened container)*
LP-3, +MEK
LP-3, -1- salt + M E K ( i . c . , equivalent to
45B3 with twice as much MEK to promote
settling)
af te r 24 hours (Ave . of two)
after 48 hours
Wt. Percent
-S-H
2.91
2.78
3.91
3.95
6.90
7.02
5.99
6.20
'Specification limit is 5 .9-7 .7%, analysis on 6-24-71 was 6.86%,
analysis on 8-25-71 was 6.94% and above analysis of 6.90 was
made on 10-15-71.
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Flexible Thermal Protection Coating
t
Manufacture of flexible coating. —At the request of Ames Research Center,
three batched of a Flexible Thermal Protection Coating were manufactured.
Table XXVI lists the several production lots, along with the method of manu-
facture and the quantity obtained.
TABLE XXVI
PRODUCTION BATCHES OF FLEXIBLE THERMAL PROTECTION COATING
Lot No.
9-09-71
9-17-71
2-10-71
Quantity
Manufactured
45.5 1 (12 gal)
37.8 1 (10 gal)
14.0 1 ( 3 . 7 gal)
Method -of
Manuf ac tur ing
Ystral mixer^
Ystral mixer
Ystral mixer
• ; Salt Batch
(1)
7-7-71
7-7-71
7-7-71
Tuturnescent salt batches were identified by the date received since
they all had the same Allied Chemical Corp. batch number ( i .e .
No. 0657731). Salt batch 7-7-71 was Stud-milled twice (at Furane
Plastics Inc.) to reduce particle size.
Prechilled MEK and mixing vessel used for manufacture of Part A.
Formula for flexible coating: The formula given in the preliminary spec-
ification for the coating, Refe rence (9), is as follows:
Material
Part A
Polysulfide Polymer, Liquid (LP-3)
Ammonium salt of 4-nitroaniline-2-
sulfonic acid
Methyl ethyl ketone
Part B X
Epoxy Resin, Liquid (Epon 828)
Toluene
Part C
Parts by Weight
18.8
28.2
13.8
9.4
3. 1
Tri (dimethy-lamino methyl) phenol (DMP-30) 1 . 9
Toluene 1.9
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Mater ia l n r o n e r K e s of f lexible coating. — The mater ia l p r o p e r t i e s measured
on th"e"prc d uctioil 1 o ts of" FTiTxibTe 15r oLec t ioa Coating arc provided in Table X X V I I ,
TABLE XXVII
MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF PRODUCTION LOTS OF FLEXIBLE
THERMAL PROTECTION COATING
Property
Part A
Viscos i ty
Wt/gal ( 2 )
Fineness of
grind
Part B
Viscosi ty
Wt/gal ( 2 )
Part C
Viscosity
Wt/gal (2 )
Requirement
800 - 1200 cps
10.4 ±0 .1 Ibs/gal
1 .25 ± 0 . 01 g/cc
1 +
80 - 100 cps
8 .9 ± 0 . 1 Ibs/gal
1 .07 ± 0 .01 g/cc
10 - 15 cps
7.6 ± 0.1 Ibs/gal
0.91 ± 0 .01 g/cc
Lot no .
9-09-71
850 - 880
10.48 Ibs /ga l
1.26 g/cc
1 +
80 - 85
8.95
1 .07 g/cc
15
7.55
0.91 g/cc
Lot no .
9-17-71
880
10.50 Ibs/gal
1.26 g/cc
'u
86-88
9.02
1.08 g/cc
14- 15
7.60
0.91 g/cc
Lot no .
2-10-71
860 - 880
10.50 Ibs/gal
1 .26 g/cc
H
85 - 93
8.97
1.08 g/cc
14
7.59
0 .91 g/cc
1Measured with a model RTV Brookfield Viscometer with a #2 spindle
and a temperature of 20°C (68°F). Part A was at 12 rpm, Part B at
50 rpm and Part C at 100 rpm.
'Wt/gal was measured per Method 4184.1 of Federal Test Method
Standard 141 A.
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Prepara t ion of flexible sheets . — One set of 12 sheets was p repared f rom
Lot 9"09^7 1 aiicl~~a~lieconcTTeT~6~J! 7 sheets was prepared f rom Lot 2 -10-72 . The
sheets \vere a minimum of 0 .81 mm (32 mils) thick and were 24 X 24 inches
(9 .45 .X 9-45 cm) overal l .
First set: The first set of sheets was 0.81 - 0 .91 mm (32 — 36 mils) thick.
These were manufac tured by spray ing 4 to 5 box coats, with a 5 to 10 minute
air dry between coats, on Mylar fi lm. Af te r 72 hours air dry ing , the sheets
were peeled f rom the MyJar f i lm and inverted for another 24 hours of air dry-
ing . Mylar f i lm was used ins tead of a mold release to avoid any contaminat ion
of the sheets which would i n t e r f e r e with subsequent adhesive bonding. A f t e r the
three days of euro, the sheets were dry to handle but had a very high.contact
adhesive property. Portions of the sheets that lightly touched one another could
not be separated without tearing the parent material. This .contact adhesive
property might be usefully employed in affixing the sheets to various surfaces.
Second set: The second set of 7 sheets, 0. 81 — 1. 12 mm (32 —44 mils)
thick, was prepared in the same manner as the first set. Two of the sheets
were fabr ica ted with a r e in fo rc ing layer of glass fiber mat to minimize slump-
ing or sagging of the sheets when exposed to a f i r e . The MIL-Y-1140 glass
veil mat varied f rom 0 . 14 — 0 . 22 mm ( 5 . 5 — 8.5 mils) with an average thick-
ness of 0.18 mm (7 .2 mils). Manufac ture of these two re inforced sheets was
accomplished as follows:
(1) Sheet 1 (shiny side has uniform color)
(a) Fo.ur 90 passes (approximately 12 — 1.5 mils total) of flexible coating,
Lot No. 2 -10-72 , were applied over the Mylar par t ing sheet . Each pass was
air dried 10— 15 minutes and the four th coat was dried 30 —45 minutes. The
mat was laid on the coating and lightly patted down.
(b) Eight additional passes of the flexible coating were applied, 15 — 20
minutes apart, over the mat.
(2) Sheet 2 (shiny side has a few mottled spots)
(a) The f i r s t four coats were applied as above but the last coat was allowed
to air dry for 1 — 1-1/2 hours. The mat was laid on the coating, a thin Teflon
sheet put over it, and the mat imbedded by rolling with a rubber covered roller .
(b) The Teflon sheet was removed and eight additional passes were
applied as for sheet i.
(c) After three days of drying, the Mylar parting sheet was peeled from the
flexible sheet. Several void areas (i. e. , air pocket formed when the mat was
rolled) on the back of the sheet were filled with flexible coating using a "doctor"
blade.
All 7 sheets were air dr ied for three days before removing the Mylar part-
ing sheet. A great deal of d i f f i cu l t y was experienced in removing these 0. 13 mm
(5 mil) Mylar par t ing sheets whereas the 0.05 mm (2 mil) sheets used with
the f i r s t se t came off ea s i ly . The chec t s were then i n v e r t e d and dr ied wi th the
bot tom face up for an add i t i ona l foxir days . Final ly , the .sheets were i n v e r t e d
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again and dried 4 more days . A test for "blocking" was performed ( i . e . ,
samples were laid-up top-to-back and back-to-back, under a 2 kg weight for
4 hours ) . At the end of the test, there was no evidence of the material sticking
to itself or of tackiness.
It should be noted that, with some effort, individual flexible sheets could
be forced to separate into two layers. Although no definite explanation for this
condition is known, it is probably caused by excessive drying between two
successive coats resulting from the lunch hour break.
IV. COATING OF HARDWARE
Application of Flexible Protection Coating to Fuel Hose
A 4.4 cm (1-3/4 i n . ) diameter rubber fuel hose assembly (MIL<-H-7061 - 1-
1Q70-06827) approximately 38.1 cm (15 i n . ) long was coated with 45 mils
(1 .04 mm) of Flexible Protect ion Coating. Parts A, B and C were mixed in
accordance with the specif icat ion, Ref . (9 ) .
The metal f i t t ings were masked, the rubber portion solvent wiped with
toluene and the coating applied by spraying. Eight wet coats approximately
5 — 10 minutes apart were applied, an additional eight coats were applied the
next day, and the coating was allowed to dry at room temperature for several
days. Figure 5 shows the coated hose.
• •
*
F I'tTL L I.--IC
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Fi. s f y i i i L i :ne.(t.ir.t.\.. '~-':\ /- ~"""^''--^ ._ /
^igure 5. MIL-H-706 1 - 1Q70-06327 Rubber Fuel Hose Coated With
Flexible Protection Coating (1 .04 mm or 45 mils thick)
Appl ica t ion of 45B3 Thermal Protect ion Coating to Plywood Panels
Seven exterior grade plywood panels, 0 .954 x 30.48 x 30.48 cm (3/8 x 12
x 12 inches) were coated with approximately 1.52 mm (60 mils) of 45B3 coating.
45B3 mater ia l f rom two lots was uti l ized ( i . e . , 4 quarts or 3.78 1 from
Lot 12-8-71 and 1 pint or 0 .574 1 from Lot 11-5-71 mixed together) . The
coat ing was mixed (Parts A, B and C) in accordance with NASA Specifica-
tion A-16839(B) and applied in successive spray coats with a 10 minute air dry
between coats .
Boards A, B, and C, which received no surface t reatment other than dust
removal, were coated on February 14. Scattered raised spots on the coating
were observed and thought to be a result of grain l i f t ing of the plywood. Conse-
quen t ly , the remaining four boards (D, E, F and G) were hand sanded with 320
abrasive paper prior to coating on February 15. The sanding of these boards
did not appear to make any appreciable improvement in the roughness of the
applied coa t ing . Coating thickness and number of coats applied were as indi-
cated below in Table XXVIII." Coating thickness was determined on metal test
coupons mounted alongside and sprayed with the plywood panels.
TABLE XXVIII
45B3 COATING ON PLYWOOD PANELS
Board
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Coating Thickness
1.65 - 1 .75 mm (65 - 69 mils)
1 .65 - 1 .75 mm (65 - 69 mils)
1 .45 - 1 .52 mm (57 -60 mils)
1 .42 - 1 .50 mm (56 - 59 mils)
1 .42 - 1 .50 mm (56 - 59 mils)
1 .47 - 1 .52 mm (58 - 60 mils)
1.45 - 1.55 mm (58-61 mils)
No. of coats applied
7
7
7
6
6
7
7
V. DISCUSSION
Intumescent Salt
Procurement of intumescent salt. —A total of 362 kg (800 Ibs) of the ammo-
nium salt of 4 -n i t roani l ine 2-su l fonic acid was purchased froin Allied Chemical
Corpo ra t i on , at $1 ) .00 -jcr kg ($5 .00 per Ib ) . This was approx imate ly 1/4 the
cost of pure a m m o n i u m salt p r e v i o u s l y ava i l ab le .
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A f t e r some initial difficulty v.'ith suifatc content, salt, of the required
puri ty was obtained a.nd used to produce coatings of satisfactory qual i ty .
Because of the particle size of the "as-received" salt, it was necessary
to select a paint manufacturing technique which effected a particle size
reduction.
Coating Manufacturing Methods
Manufacture of Part A of 45D3ai id 313 coat ings . — In reviewing the pro-
cedures employed, problems encountered and resul ts obtained, several con-
clusions can be drawn regarding the three manufactur ing method employed.
Since the p roduc t ion of Parts B and C of the 45B3 and 313 coatings involved a
simple blending of two liqxiids, the following discussion will be r e s t r i c t ed to the
manufac ture of Part A ( i . e . , the intumescent salt, polysulfide resin and MEK
mixture) .
Ball milling: Ball milling afforded the best control of the three manu-
facturing processes used (i .e. , Koruma milling, Ystral mixing with Stud-
milled salt and ball milling). Salt particle size reduction, wetting of pigment,
thioxotropy and elimination of air or moisture entrainmeiit were controllable
by this method.
By holding back approximately 23 percent of the required MEK and using
tins MEK for r insing each mill load and by provid ing a small additional amount
of MEK for r ins ing the. last load, yields of 93 pe rcen t were obta ined. Since
thioxotropy of Part A increases with increased milling time, the mill ing time
was restr icted to 2-1 /2 hours to permi t adequate r insing. A fineness of grind
between 2 and 3 was achieved by this procedure. The yield of 93 percent com-
pared favorably with the 50 percent obtained by ball milling at Ames
Of most importance was that the ball-milled Part A produced coatings
which exceeded the thermal efficiency requirements and out performed the
Ystral mixed coatings (with Stud-milled salt).
Koruma Milling: Koruma. milling could be employed effectively, if a
relatively fine salt particle size were obtained and the premix could be kept
agitated so as to supply a uniform product to the grinding stones. Some solvent
losses would occur but these could be made up. A major risk is overheating of
the Part A, as did happen on the first and only batch which was Koruma milled.
Ystral Mixing: Ystral mixing, using Stud-milled salt, was employed for
several production lots. Although the Stud-milling of the salt (to reduce its
particle size) involved an extra operation, the overall process was very eff i -
cient in terms of labor and percent yield. The yield ( i .e . , quantity of Part A
obtained/input of raw materials) way 96 percent. Selection of this method was
an expedient and was feasible only because of the relatively coarse grind per-
mitted (i .e. 1'+ fineness of grind, Hegman. Grind Gage). As will be discussed
later, this fineness of grind may be inappropriate. Excessive settling of the
salt on storage of 45B3 Part A and very hard settling of the salt plus Refrasil
in the 31.'3 Part A may be the result of having too large a particle size and too
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little thixotropy. Also, Stud-milling of the dry salt may have posed a safety
hazard,, since it was later'learned from Allied Chemical Corp.. that the de-
hydrated salt is subject to detonation or impact.
Addi t ion of Refras i l into 313 coating. — As previously mentioned, the
Refrasil was incorporated into Part A oi 313 coating .Lot 9-02-71. This mate-
rial was found to have settled out very hard in several weeks of storage and was
very diff icul t to redisperse. As a consequence, the Refrasil was packaged
separately for subsequent production lots of 313 coating. This procedure had
two advantages: (1) the hard settl ing problem was eliminated and (2) kits of
45B3 and 313 coating were now identical (formulas for the 45B3 and 313 coating
are the same except for the Refrasil in the latter) allowing the available wet
coating to be used as either 313 or 45B3. -
The major disadvantage to the. above packaging of 313 coating is the neces-
sity of the user to add the Refrasil. Since this is not an easy procedure because
of the nature of these small glass fibers, the possibility exists that the user
will not exercise sufficient care,_ and_the 31 3 coating, will. not. have the desired
properties . Since it~would"b"e desirable (from thie user 's standpoint) to incor-
porate the Refrasil fibers into 313 Part A during manufacture, it is suggested
that the following approaches be considered to minimize the hard settling;
(1) Incorporate the Refrasil fibers into ball-milled Part A and determine
whether the greater thixotropy of the ball-milled material mitigates the hard
sett l ing problem.
(2) Investigate addition of small quantities anti-sett l ing agents (e .g .
Bentones) and determine if they have a detrimental effect on thermal eff iciency.
(3) Determine if a reduction in the Refrasil fiber length would minimize the
set t l ing without adversely affecting performance. Some 313 Part A material
made at Ames on the Kady mill was reported to be free of hard settling. Use
of the Kady mill with its high speed shearing actioia may have effected a signifi-
cant reduction in the fiber length not experienced with the Ystral mixer.
Package Stability
Black deposits . — Analysis of the black deposits formed on the walls of the
original Here.site phenolic resin coated, tinned steel pails containing Part A
showed iron and tin as the major elements, presumedly as the sulf ide. Although
the Heresite phenolic resin coating on the interior of the pail greatly reduced
the quantity of black deposit formed, compared to plain tin coated steel cans,
it did not completely stop the reaction.
Information received from Ames was that the black deposits were also
observed in cans of Part A of 45B3 and 313 coating material manufactured in
their laboratory. However, it was stated that the presence of the black de-
posits had no apparent effect on the thermal performance of the applied coatings.
The formation of these black deposits was eliminated by packaging Part A
"of lhe~4 5B3~ ahd 313 coatings in glass containers.
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G e l a t i o n . — G e l a t i o n of 45B3 Par t A .Lot S-18-71 was observed in a con ta ine r
that had been opened several times d u r i n g the si:; week period f rom Ihe date of
manufac tu re . The or ig ina l 7.6 l i ter (2 gal) container was only about 40 pe rcen t
fu l l in i t ia l ly and about 20 percent full at the time the gelation \vas found . Sub-
sequently Part A in other containers f rom the f i r s t lot (Mo. 8-18-72) of 45B3
coating were found to be gelled when inspected several weeks later .
The dec is ion to package Part A in the 7.6 liter (2 gal) lined pails was made
original ly because of: (1) the problems in shipping glass containers containing
highly flammable solvents ( e .g . MEK), (2) the rapid react ion of Part A with
unlined tinned steel, (3) the lack of available; smaller containers lined with a
resin coat ing res i s tan t to MEK, and (4) the request to package small quant i t ies
of coating for sample dis t r ibut ion.
Ames reported the same gelation phenomenon with Part A of coatings pro-
duced at Ames and stored in closed conta iners with a large ul lage. Material
stored as long as 6 months in full, closed conta iners did not exhibit this prob-
lem and performed sat isfactori ly when thermal ly tested at Ames.
The thermal eff ic iency of 45B3 prepared from the previously cited can of
Part A Lot 8-18-71 \vas only about 39 sec/mm (1 .0 sec/mil) and ha rd ly in tu-
mesced ( i . e . char was only about 0 .32 cm or 1/3 i n . ) . This material was
still fluid at the time the' coating was prepared, but was found to be gelled three
days later.
At the p r e s e n t time the most likely exp lana t ion- fo r - the reduced thermal
pe r fo rmance of 45B3 Lot 8-18-71 is par t ia l polymerization of the polysulf ide
resin in Part A. The polymerization is probably caused by the large volume of
air in the 7.6 liter (2 gal) pail and may be accelerated by metal ions f rom the
tin coated s teel . Further, lack of react ive mercaptan end groups (as was actu-
ally analysed) when Parts A, B and C are combined, may result in less copoly-
merizat ion of the epoxy and polysulf ide and grea ter hompolymerization ( i . e . ,
cross l inking) of the epoxy res in . The addit ional cross- l inking of the epoxy
would reduce thermal plasticity dur ing heating, and make for a more rigid and
smaller volume of char (as was actually observed) . The net ef fec t , of course,
would be to reduce thermal e f f i c i ency .
Packaging conta iners . — Except for the f i r s t product ion lots, which were
packaged in the 7 .6 - l i t e r (2 gal) pails, Part A of 45B3 of 313 coatings were
packaged in 0 .950 l i ter (1 quart) glass j a r s . The small ullage (about 10 percen t )
le f t for expansion and mixing room was purged out with dry n i t rogen before
capping. The padded glass jar of Part A and the metal cans of Parts B, C and
D were packed into a 3.8 l i ter (1 gal) f r i c t ion top paint can for sh ipment .
If, as Ames indicated, the fo rmat ion of the black deposits are not harmful,
fu ture product ion could uti l ize resin coated, t inned steel containers . However,
should the black deposits be unacceptable, then a better res in coated can will
have to be obtained or Part A will have to be packaged in polypropylene, high
density polyethylene or glass. Whatever packaging is utilized, the containers
of Part A should be full or nearly full, and users should be cautioned about
storing material in containers that have substantial amounts of air space. When.
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a portion of Part A is removed from a full container, the material should be
repackaged in a smaller container or the ullage should be swept out with dry
nitrogen.
45B3 and 313 Coating Performance
Test method comparison. —Al though the quartz lamp thermal e f f ic iency
heating test performed~aFT5u~ghcs was signif icantly d i f f e r en t in operation from
the fuel fired furnace test performed at Ames, the results were surprisingly
similar. Both t e s t s were per formed at a heat flux of 10 Btu/f t -sec but the fuel
fu rnace was approximate ly 10 percen t convective. In most cases the thermal
e f f i c i e n c y rat ings ( i . e . tempera ture for back of the steel panel to reach 204°C
(400°F)/ th ickness of the coating) were within 10 percent of each other. The
var ia t ion f rom specimen to specimen was often as great as the d i f fe rence pro-
duced by the two methods . Also , there was no observable trend as to which
test was more severe — sometimes the quartz lamp test values were slightly
higher and at other times slightly lower than the thermal eff ic iency rating
obtained on Ames1 fuel fu rnace .
Effect of cur ing p rocedure . — The present specifications A-16839(B) and
(D) require the coating to be air dried at room, temperature for 10 days mini-
mum before testing. Except for one specimen from 45B3 l,ot 11-5-71 (which
was of marginal quality), coatings which were air dried for 24 hour followed by
force drying at 66°C (150°F) for 16 hours appeared to be comparable to 10 day
air dr ied coatings (see Tables X I I - X X I V ) .
In fo rmat ion recent ly received from Ames appears to confirm that force
d r y i n g at 66°C (150°F) is acceptable. Ames reported that the 24 hour air dry^
before force drying, is essent ial to maintain good thermal performance.
Fineness of grind. —A f ineness _of grind (Hegman Scale) of 1-f is required
by the cur ren t specifications . Fineness of gr ind, of course, is a measure of
the largest particles in the coating and is indicative of the total particle size
population. Ball milling of Part A produced a f ineness of grind of Z — 3 where-
as Ystral mixing of Stud milled salt produced a 1-f grind. The fact that ball
milled material with the f iner grind produced coatings with better thermal
e f f i c i e n c y ratings than the Ystral mixed coatings may be very s igni f icant .
Minimum thickness. — Thermal eff ic iency tests performed on 0.79 mm
(31 mil) 45B3 coatings (Lot 8-18-71) indicated that the thin coatings did not
afford sufficient thermal insulation during the initial stage. With these thin
coatings, the back side temperature, was almost at 400°F before intumescence
s tar ted . Although the poor performance of this lot may be due to other factors ,
it would seem that the thin coaling was at least a contribxttor.
Review of work performed under Ref.6 and discussions held with Ames
Research Center support this observat ion relative to minimum thickness.
Although one Ames prepared coating of 35 mils (see Table XVIII) had a good
thermal e f f i c i ency rat ing at Hughes, Ames reported that coatings of 0.63 —
0.74 mm (25 -29 mils) did not p e r f o r m well . As a consequence, the minimum
thickness for the rmal e f f i c i e n c y t e s t i n g was ra ised f rom 0.76 mm (30 mils to
1.52 mm (60 mi IK) .
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Flexible Thermal Pro tec t ion Coating
I n t o rcoa': adhes ion . Dur ing p r e p a r a t i o n o f ' h e second batch of 9.45 X 9 .45 en
(24 X ^4 i.a.) f lexible thermal p ro tec t ion shee t s , a delay in the coating sequence
occur red . Instead of the 10 — 15 minutes d ry ing be tween successive coats,
about 1-1/2 hours elapsed. A f t e r the sheets had cured, it was found that with
some e f f o r t a delamination could be e f f e c t e d . It is s t rongly suspected that this
reduc t ion in in t e rcoa t adhesion was a resul t of the extra d ry ing time and con-
sequent ly it is recommended that the drying time between coats be limited to
20 minutes maximum.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Intumescent Salt
(1) Ammonium salt of 4-n i t roani l ine -2-sul fonic acid of acceptable pur i ty
can be obtained f rom Allied Chemical Corp's Buffa lo Dye Plant, Buffalo, N . Y .
(2) Substantial quantit ies ( i . e . several hundred kilograms or more) can be
procured thus making commercial manufacture of the Thermal Protect ion Coat-
ings feasible.
(3) Reduction in cost of salt from approximately $44.00/kg ($20.00/lb) to
present level of $11 .00 /kg ($5 .00/ lb) makes the commercial exploitat ion of the
Thermal Protection Coatings practical.
Coating Manufac tur ing Methods
(1) Ball-mil l ing was the best of the three methods invest igated for manu-
fac tu re of formulas 45B3 and 313 Part A ( i . e . salt polysulf ide res in, MEK mix-
ture) . Ball mill ing a f fo rded the best product control and resulted in a coating
which met or exceeded the required thermal e f f i c i e n c y of 78.8 sec/mm
(2 . 0 sec/mil) .
(2) Ball-mill ing is an economical method of manufac tur ing since mill losses
were reduced to an acceptable level. Using procedures established dur ing the
program, good yields ( i . e . quant i ty produced versus raw materials used) of
93 pe rcen t were obtained.
(3) Incorporat ion of Refras i l f ibers into Part A of formula 313 remains a
problem in terms of package stability. Packaging of the R e f r a s i l in separa te
containers (to avoid the extremely hard sett l ing experienced) should be con-
sidered an expedient and solutions to this p rob l em should be explored.
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Package Stability
(1) Formation of black deposi ts (probably tin and/or iron sulf ides) as a
resul t of the react ion of Part A with metal con ta ine r s can be avoided by pack-
aging in glass, polypropylene or high density polyethylene.
(2) Premature gelation of Part A was caused by excessive exposure to air
due to a large ullage in the initial packaging. Metal ions and moisture may
have been contr ibut ing factors . This premature polymerization can be avoided
by packaging in full, or nearly full, containers or by keeping a dry n i t rogen
"head".
(3) Poor per formance of coatings will be experienced if Part A (although
still fluid) lias undergone partial polymerizat ion on storage.'
Accelerated Curing of Coatings
(]) Thermal Protection Coat ings 45B3 and 313 can be force dr ied for
16 hours at 66°C (150°F) in lieu of prolonged air d r y i n g at room temperature
without impair ing thermal performance . A pr ior air dry at room temperature
(i. c. , 27°C or 80°F) for 24 hours appears to be essential.
Flexible Thermal Protection Coating
(1) Sheets of thermal pro tec t ion coating with or without glass f i b e r mat
re in forcement can be manufac tu red by sp ray ing multiple coats. For best in ter-
coat adhesion the dry ing time between successive coats should be limited to
20 minutes maximum.
Materials Technology Department
Materials and Process Laboratory
Hughes Ai rcraf t Company
Culver City, CA'90230
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APPENDIX A
SULFATE AND CHLORIDE ANALYSIS PROCEDURES FOR AMMONIUM
SALT OF 4-NITROANILINE-2-SULFONIC ACID
A - I
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APPENDIX A
SULFATE AND CHLORIDE ANALYSIS PROCEDURES FOR AMMONIUM
SALT OF 4-NITROANILINE-2-SULFONIC ACID
Sulfate Dctermi.nat ion
1. Weigh out approx. lOg of salt sample in 2 liter beaker.
2. Dissolve in 1 liter of distilled water.
3. Stir until dissolved (warm the solution as required) .
4. Filter through Whatman #40 fi l ter paper.
5. Rinse the f i l ter paper with 50 ml of distilled water.
6. Add 25 ml of cone. . HC1.
7. Heat to boiling.
8. Add 75 ml of 10% Bad, ' 211 0 solution.
£ L*
9. Keep at 90°C for 10 min.
10. Filter through Whatman #40.
11. Rinse with hot distilled water until f r ee of chloride when tested with
AgNO_ solution.
12. Place the filter paper in a tared crucible.
13. Expose the crucible to 600 — 800 C until constant weight of BaSO. is
obtained.
Chloride De te rmina t ion
1. Weigh out appro:. lOg of salt sample in 2 liter beaker.
2. Dissolve in 1 liter of distilled water.
3. Stir until all the salt dissolves. Warm as required for complete solution
of the salt. X.
4. Filter through Whatman No. 40 fil ter paper.
5. To f i l t e red solut ion, add 5 ml of Cone. HNO_.
1)
6. Hea t j u s t to boil and ndd Z5 mi of IN AgNO, solution.
Preceding page blank A-3
7. Heat to boil while stirring vigorously (approx. 5 min. )
8. Allov/ to stand at ambient temperature overnight.
9. Filter through sintered porcelain filtering crucible.
10. Wash thoroughly with did. HNO_ and then with distilled water;
11. Expose the crucible to approx. 300 C until constant weight of AgCl is
obtained. .
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APPENDIX B
RESIN, CURING AGENT AND SOLVENT QUALIFICATION
PER SPECIFICATION A-16839 (A)
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SPECIAL MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT
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Page Intentionally Left Blank
e-iHtc'slfylny rater; t
Prc.ciiccil ckpsrianco ccr-Hr;!;* tht:t resi'!'s crnvt-a nt v/iln YSTR/.L represent highest grau'o qualities
wHch we cr. i r revo;cb 'o ( r r t r rc iu t i i te for their ftru-l iea!:xntion.
Tfm protpocf e«rt riva ir.foi motion oi:fy cbovf cori;!rucfion und epcrcJion methods of tfca jof mixer
tu rb rno YfiT;-'Al. Vor:.otii:!y, virbiy uf jcrvic? er.d tcoj.-o m:-ke it irr.poisibld to show the various
proM-.rm end their so!v!icn V>y mean; of YSTPAJ. in detciL Foi this pcrposo special inforr.iotion lunf-
If i l s os we!! cs our ccf- iylMrvj icivico are 'placcd rl your dispojat .T'nc !c.!!o: v.'i!l bs g'od to render any
informal ion o$ lo partlcvlor s.
I
a
J
Yf-THAL is dmracter l r t -J hy
ti ti pi mixing he-d v/ir:i ucflo." fi'nnoi \vorklnjj in uccordtmce v/iih'!^o injiclor principle, producing
15 ti cor.''nuo-jfc c-nj curi!ro{:erf vcrl icof Tow Jowctrcf^ (f ie conl-: iner b&i,'cm *
ond
U preventing ev?n the tnin 'Sc- i t air pnrt iclos being loc'ied in.
Q Dy r.ii>an$ of iho ccnrro!i»d P.ow cnch single puiticls of tho component* in process wili Lo conducted
Into tho i'.-! chamber. D'.-.'ing I h f i r pn:i::ge the cs^onital I io inof jer i i ing or cin-jisifying procesi is tar.Jng
place in iKo "protturc ttiorrbct" f-rodvccd by the- rc'or and slat or.
B Mode c( cporc!:cn Tr.f ccn?(rocfional foa ture oi (ho jtf rr.uer lurbina Y5TRAL - boscd on the
injfrctof prmc'pfp - i; o ilotioncr/. ccnlrcf ring v;hic-S i i-fic-urdi tno reining prt.-peller. This control ring
can be cdiv-slcd nrcoiriir.r; IP t!io dc-groe 'of"viscwity-ol the subitonccs to Lc mired. It counteracts
cnnlril ' jon! (c-'ccs prrc'yr^:! hy llift nroacik-r v:h;<:h would s:poroic jubi.'nnc&s r'ilTcriRg in specific
weight. Py (hiss ir.,'cins ihc fpcc inca l ty hctvl t r co:j.j>f»nen!i n;c p r r v f l n f c d frc-m hsirp flung on lo the
conlr.incr v.^Us whe.-u Ir.sy would ilick and cvenlyoily »e(;lo on lite I'ttl.'i.-n. By (!i':s p<-ocvt 'ore o
Itor . iOvjcn&owJ iv.ixturc- t r . io^^houl, c-von of fpac i f tcc t i j ' v^ry tlific-rcnl h;uvy coniponentj , it oUtoin&d.
The corttrol r ing EC fynntl-ihepcd on top in order lo tblcin tha rsquitrd iMomivc suction cnt! iho cx.act
vorlicr:lfjuit!oncoo!tKc.r.:>w.ThecoritoMiof the cchtaincr nrosocked up, cont ro l i sdfor h^morjenti iy (rom
all directions end then directed into tlio j«l diomlj»r. TSo powcrtut i cn lod jot t.jocU'd from the jet
chnmber reaches down lo th-3 ccntiiiir hoMom v/horo it is (UHccIid to tha wnl!, ihrswu back to
Ih* iurfaco. lo be picked up cgoin by tho suction of Ihs jet m i n i n g heed. Wil'iin a few fticonJ;
a continuous- circulclicn bt&ins which slirs I ho toiol contcr.ls of (So container without leaving any
dead ipott. Also very viscous icbstancos or heavy particles deposited on the container bollcm GJ a
consequence of lonn i!o:c:je aro waiheJ awtiy by ihe jot, circulated, carriod to the lop end homo*
gcrveoy»!y blended wi'h (lie o(Str compc*nenfi ol iho mfxfvro in tho tonJoincr.
H\
12 Posliion cf tSu j c l -m«X '? r Y5TFAL In cn;e of lovv-y-jcosi:/ modia beinrj applied Iho propeller lias lo
be placed in position ir. the upper, closed poil cf the control ring. In iSii position tho mixing hood
.{unctions as a ttouHc injc-clor. Hereby oddriional suction is taking pluco by inocns of the pedorntcd
extension in th? lov/cr roi^c of iho conlrol-rfnn. Thus aUo ihe axin! ihruil is also being reinforced.
In co:o of hi j!j-vi;coiil'/ subtlances beinrj applied Ihe rotor has lo he brought into position in tlio
lover pert cf the i!r.!or. Connection — which h case of high-viucsitymedia nccQssctilytlcvoIopj
Vftthin tltc ir'ny-chcmbsr - tvifi be prevented for the recion thafpnr t cf tSc st'bsfanco can drain off oa
tho side through tho slots; thereby en uninterrupted conlinous flow-tiircurjK it iniurod.
H Rotating con 5 Tho trim ruled cone type rololinrj brlweon beor!r>ri ptpfr nrd propoller ouhJde the
control ring srrves '.!i* pc;poso loacc&lerala l!i? fis-.v cf the substiince wh.ich is being suctc-d in!o Iho
ifalor. It also intensifies th; power of Ihs jc! v/hich is ofoct&d Icv/crds the bottom.
F i q u r e C - J . Y s l r a ) Jo t Mixer Preceding page blank
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y , ^-.^ ...;.: ,.....: ..,•..,.-. .,'=
i •.' . - '^. .-• • . : . - . •:..: ••
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Adjvstmont Adjustment
of Jot Mixing H^ud for low viscosity subitnncos ~ of Jot Mixing Hand for hi-vjh vi see illy substances.
D No cir absorption Complete atisenco of cir in YSTPAL is guaranJoid by fSc lot'i^cl ^uivJa !vbo \vliirh roochgt down to tha mixing
head. Thu> tlio rotating shaft has no ccntcct wlltt l!>o substances to bo mix^^ and no air c;in pcnotrnie info (Ji« mfxlyre.
P Yor.Jitalicn ISo steady ond continuous veillccl flow produces the vcnIJIntion of substances which hnve absorbed air in th* coyrsa of
a preceding part of the operation.
fit Position of lh«5 jrl mivIng lurbno YSTSAl Beit mixing results arc obtained when YST2AL is placed in l';a container alongside iSo
container wall. If (his proves impossible, it should a* least bo placed occcr,Iricai!y in Ilio conloinir. Al any rafo, never should 1)10 mixing
head bo placed loo noar lo the container bollom. If iho mixing h»cd opvrnics too roar to tho bottom jho in<pv!sa of tho ejected jit will
ba re'ordod. Thus its ihnr.l will bo impolrsd and !hc erTect will bo impaired.
H Confcjinori O\vin3 to tho intensive a^d conlroH-sd circulation, ilia shnpn of the coniainor to bo uicd ti of no iniporiaiico. !ls diameter
mny lie considerably gr^oler lltca its ht-iy'.J. U is also unimpcrtcnt v-holher ill form is circclnr or rorlQjigular ond v.'hotlior it has o
conical botlcm or no). Furthermore, it is net noceuory thai con!oir;?r c.uJ mountings ere oitcodin.jly sturdy in as much cs the axlol
(hr'Jit ccuscd by the jet conirderabiy relieves tho stress of v/eigM of YJt'XAL cnj of (ho mounting atiachmen's.
H Enr.ulitons la ilia course of tlieie Instrvcli^ns special mention should bo rncda of tho often difficult fit? Id of pro pare Hen and production
of oruulsions.
The "pressure chamber" formed wiihrn ilia jot chonibor it in o posiiion to prcduco easily cmvlsior-s (\V/O-typ<?) from pura oil end pura
Vialcr wlihoj) ctr iinpuct wliiji aro cf udoquala pcrm-jnence. lha tva!«r will bff <ornp!»fciy "I.cc.'en" into ihs inrwr phaso wllhawl leaving
even a pcrticls cf water unerauisiiied totwcsn tho pl-.nsos. O;»cra:!rrg wi;hcut air in iho prcriuctio.T of emulsions is of sojciol importanco
in as mudi cs cir distributed in countless numbers of litib b'jbnles in ll.c n.f-di'jm mckes 'ho emulsion spong/ and unitcble.
Figure C- l . Yatra l Jet Mixer (CcMicluc icc l )
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t<;l yletlscher Vcrnrfit*iur.g d*r rerur.iifcInDh'-.rli'ihr r>l*t ditto
etnei LAi'tIi*i>!i vsn Gcbirgciu Pel dor /-.rb*ll (.'«•/ Mtlno ctsrticlr.ander *!nd c'io Sdi»:pur>.!» doM,
\ro die Sp'trrn t'er Ccrg j ilch Ircfler., an ccr.cn cfai Mahlyul i^niMogca wird. t?:* rjf'cenfir-RHicgeri.
dnn Idkr bifdcn HohlrSuir.e, vU ntnnon lie Wlrl»ol»onor>, In rilft c'-( Mal«f!«! iur f'ei belJi'n.~ kummt.
fco'of . -
:
CotUlldlim mi'l SlOilCS When (fc-allr r-.«-,""i'J. "•• iail«n ol Ihe ccfunc'um fpll! ilt.n-51
mr^l end crei:(o fho cullln;] poicri, v/hcrn t>ic pit'urla! li crutS&Ci. In Ihc IAMC w£/ f ^i H:e v j f l ^y t
Fineness of iniflinn *>r:t! hoafinc?
ctie two'main piolji^ms \vhcn
pioccs?inrj many products. Th» hvorf c
nctvm m!U t ei, *vl.ith ot» placed hort-
tOl-l« cl Ine very wlrf* t
w)iiJ> it itill Loirg citti^ed.
f».-.«neif of tVi* end ptodycf.
Komrpo mii-t tni Lc Vird l&r bftcl,itig vp or lui-^h
Kiillirtg. bv-t clto f?.' £icin liiei down lo 1 niicrcn.
The required drcr»t of 0;-*nei* it ob!cin*J by
mtrni of )S« nilling itor.e ccp and by leUdion
end csr-binalipn of i.iitlirg il:ng t)'°"u'a''^n (7
inj Ur<l,-,.l. Ih. b»
I rololcf J-K8 1. p.
Th«
In c.'d^r Ic pttvcnl tKfjt:»e- htoting of |S« pto-
du-I, c!' rtitli, f.-om lyp« 1 cr<*j:dt, ore t-t;u;pp*d
with o coolit.^ ifuinlittion. Iho ifpo 3 K one1 * K
(IPO 3 K t-ntl 4 K) oft d?:-;r.ed for porlieular^
leniitive matnlnti to bo mil'cd.
tiyo:Ml IS« vpprr, ft if d r.iill ilor.t (
noicriol lo be milled fiowt btfwf*n lh» rwo ilonci,
and il it laktn by mtnnt of tuitobU (u«d cfiodt-
rr, on 1 1 ond Ihs contrifv^nl f^rcd o( )>•• mill i1on«t
fiom t!io hoppor or fteJ pip* lhroo;S th« opening
in t!i« r.it-'JIe of iho i!at:r (9 lli» <*c.lr» ond from
there to 1h* puiphtry cl lh<» itsntt. During in
fmitt.^9, iSe mcte«!jl it KutScd ci.ij I- token vp of
tho fvllirtg poio't cf !>:• (rsnvlor mill tt^ne*. Th«
(01
duc«, nix cf himc5«ni;*, ditpern cr.d craolitfy
I'no ruatirio!. Sutftancei Is bt Mtllctf v.!.i:h hav*
a liquid p!gt o tolid photo, or* ttry wall noi>lon«d
or dii(t»M«d.
Figure C~Z. Koruma Mill
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